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Wooster enjoys
recent growth
in retail sector
ELISE M BATES
Assistant News Editor
Woosters commercial market is
rapidly expanding in the north end as
new restaurants, retail shops, and a
cinema are nearing completion.
The area surrounding the new
WayneTowne Plaza is acquiring new
txuMngs rapidly asWooster expands
to include Lowe's, a home improve-menVekctronicsykpplia- nce
storea 10-screenQnerriarkTheateran- daTCBY.
The developer is Jerry Baker and
Jones Construction is doing the con-
struction, roadwork and paving.
The Qnemark win face the west
side ofOhio 83 and will feature first-ru- n
movies on each of the 10 screens.
The theater will be equipped with me
latest in projection and sound sys-
tems. It is expected to open by April
if the weather cooperates so that the
parking lot may be completed.
The city of Wooster annexed the
land on route. 83 north up to
Smith vine-Weste- rn road, which in-
cludes the recent construction. How-
ever, 46 more acres were just recently
commercially zoned by city Council.
Eventually, anew department store
arid six smaller stores will be joined to
the Wayne Towne Plaza to add ap-
proximately 47,000 square feet. Two
restaurants are also tentative addi-
tions to the area north of Wal-Ma- rt
and it is possible ground will be bro- -
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Great Decisions lecturers
examine economic reform,
traditional politics in China
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
Philip Shull and Mark Pratt ad-
dressed the topic "China: New Re-
forms, OldPolitics?" at the fifth Great
Decisions lecture Tuesday in Gault
Recital Hall. Both spoke from first-
hand experience, Shull being a former
agriculture trade officer at Beijing
and Guangzhou, and Pratt a former
consul general in Guangzhou.
Shull, taking the lectern first, ad-
dressed the first part of the lecture's
topic, the new reforms China is cur-
rently undergoing. He focused upon
China's economic reforms, particu-
larly agricultural reforms, which have
led to a tremendous "economic ex-
plosion" in the country.. . . . . .
Beginning in 1978, the agricul-
tural reforms broke up the farm com-
munes in China and gave individual
contracts to farmers, thus allowing
them toconcentrate on their own piece
of land. This maximized production,
which in turn encouraged the growth
of cottage industries in such trades as
textiles and shoes.
Shull noted that from 1978 to 1992,
China's gross national product grew
about nine percent each year. He
added triat if this trend were to con-
tinue for the next twenty years, China
would have the largest economy in
the world.
...
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To illustrate the effects of these
economic reforms, Shull described
changes in the standard of living in
China over the past fifteen years.
Where once the Chinese experienced
frequent food shortages and wore
patched clothes, they now enjoy a
society with a better food supply and
with easy accessibility to high fashion
for increasing numbers of persons.
Shull commented that the Chinese
have become very materialistic; elec-
tronic devices such as color televi-
sions, VCRs, video cameras and re-
frigerators are almost a necessity in
every household. He also pointed out
that although the Chinese can spend
everything they earn since taxes are
already deducted, the Chinese save,
on the average. 32 of what they
"
-
-
earn. : : ":7
"China is inexorably changed. It
cannot go back to what it was," Shull
remarked in conclusion. In his view,
privatization and capitalism will con-
tinue, and reforms will extend further
into Chinese society. Shull predicted,
however, that development may not
continue at as fast a rate as it has.
After Shull'spresentation, Pratt ad-
dressed the lecture's second element,
"old politics" in China. He first ex-
plained that Chinese politics are actu-all- y
a mixture of new and old: The
continued on page 2, col. 1-- 2
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Philip shull discussed the new agricultural and economic reforms of
China at Tuesday's Great Decisions lecture.
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Shen Tong offered hope for China's
Tong focuses on events
in Tiananmen Square
AMANDA JUNKIN
Staff Writer
"What happens in China will affect
the tomorrow of the whole human
race. Injustice anywhere is a threat to
justice everywhere,'' asserted Shen
Tong, one ofChina's most prominent
dissidents, inapublic lecture inMatcer
Auditorium Wednesday.
Tong stressed in his speech that the
uprisings in China will cause far-reachi- ng
consequences for the rest of
the world. Since China's economic
growth has turned the country into a
regional superpower, tne country s
arms sale and its tradine policy could
pose a threat to the West
Tong believes the United States
hasaresponsibility tochange itspolicy
towards China and to play a major
role in shaping the development of
the country.
In the past, the United states nas
harbored many negative feelings to-- w
arris tfv. movement in China. The
policy ofthe Bush administration was
rr
veryuniavoraoie. longoeuevesinesc
attitudes stem from a misconception
of the Chinese people caused by the
media's handling of the Tiananmen
Square incident.
"The miscnncentionl eoes back to
Chinese history and the current his
tory, he said.
The nintnn administration, how
ever, promised a favorable policy to
Spring sports previews
pages 18-2- 1
After five swimmers
made nationals, the team
made heroic rescues
page 23
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future in his lecture Wednesday.
aidihemovementinChina during the
recent campaign. Tong was skeptical
about this change in attitude by the
American government.
"We can never be over-enthusias-tkaboutcarmr- aign
promises,"he said.
"We can only be hopeful President
Clinton will keep his promises if there
is enough concern from the American
people.
With or without U.S. intervention,
Tong is hopeful for the future ofChina.
The Chinese people have tasted free-
dom and will continue striving for it,
he said. Tong believes a bottom-u- p
movement will occur causing vast
economic, social, cultural, political
and external changes.
"Thereare many encouraging signs
ofa civil society, he said. "Visible
change will occur from within. The
foundation is there."
Tong fled to the United States fol-
lowing the Tiananmen Square inci-
dent He spent a three-ye- ar exile in
Boston, during which helped to found
the Democracy for China Fund, Inc.
Tong legally returned to China in
August When he planned a press
conference to announce the forma-
tion of a Chinese chapter of the De-
mocracy for China Fund, he was
arrested in Beijing in September. He
was held until October but was then
deported to the United States, where
he continues working for the Democ-
racy for China Fund.
1 t!fcvrai(ymg- - 1
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News Briefs
NATIONAL 3
U.S. developing new military strategy;
missiles aimed at Third World countries
The American military is trying a new military strategy and is in the first
stages of building computer models that would enable the U.S. to aim nuclear
missies at the former Soviet Republics and Third World courmies that threaten
the country's interests.
m what may be the first step toward bringing the French abortion pill
10 the United States, the president of the company that nianiifactures the pill
announced that be believes it should be made available to the Ainerican market
Previously the company did not seek FDA. approval because of the "anti-abortio- n"
climate in the United States.
The Clinton Adrriinistration has developed a plan to balance cc civilian
and military research in technological fields, which means more money will
now be spent in the civilian area.
The Supreme Court agreed to decide whether the Civil Rights Act of
199 1 applies retroactively to the thousands ofcases pending when it became
the law.
Last minute problems were cleared up as the federal trial against four
police officers accused of bearing Rodney King began. Opening statements
were heard Thursday.
In New York, Gov. Mario Cuomo riorninated Judge Judith S. Kaye, a
centrist on the New York Court ofAppeals, to be the first woman Chief Judge
of the Court. She has worked to expand individual rights.
L INTERNATIONAL
Violence erupts in Somalian capital;
streets of Mogadishu stormed and looted
The Somalian capital exploded in violence as rhousands of partisans of
a major warlord stormed the streets in Mogadishu. Activists looted, burned
tires, threw rocks, and menaced foreigners.
' " Ktorcthan 45,000 Hmdusm India have been prevented from protesting
in New Delhi against the government. They have been forbidden to travel to
New Delhi in an effort to curb the turnout.
President Clinton has recieved backing from Prime Minister John
Major of Great Britain for his plan to air-dr- op reLef supplies into Bosnia. The
rest ofWestern Europe also accepted the plan and read it as a sign that the U.S.
is not going to abandon the Balkans. In Bosnia, however, Serbians are still
showing their defiance of U.N. relief supplies.
InUraguay 1 5 to2million children are left parentlessduetoAIDS.The
raimber cf orphans taking on responsible roles in society is increasing and is
becoming accepted and routine.
National and international news briefs compiled by Staff Writer
NINA LANY with information from The New York Tunes
Pratt discusses party struggle in China
continued fromfront page
system has been flexible to change
over the past few years, yet the system
is still dcininated by olderpcJiocians
and still upholds many traditional
Chinese elements.
Pratt questioned the validity of the
common belief rhat economic change
in a country will necessarily be fol-
lowed by political change. China has
proven that it can adopt economic
reform without implementing Western-
-style (kmocracy.
"' Pratt also discussed at length the
violent suppression of the student up-
rising at Tiananmen Square in 1939.
He emphasized that below the surface
of the protest was an intense inner
patty struggle that often goes unrx
deed in discussions of the incident.
In evaluating U.S. response to
TiarianinenSquare,Prattccmmended
the United States for expressing only
disapproval of the incident and not
enforcing economic sanctions. He
remarked triatanyU.S.eccrmic mea-
sures would have been extremely de-
structive, both economically and po-
litically, to China.
The U.S. response, Pratt observed.
has contributed to China's ability to
adopt reforms and to remove from
power several leaders who had con-
tributed significantly to the tragedy in
Tiananmen Square.
Pratt predicted that although it is
very unlikely that another Tiananmen
Square incident will occur in China,
protests and events along similar lines
may take place.
Pratt noted that students and intel-
lectuals have continued to work since
Tiananmen Square for a greater voice
in China.
Pratt also discussed implications
for the leadership in China in the
upcoming years, since China's most
powerful leader, 88-year-- old Deng
Xiaoping, is in ill health. The inner
party struggles that became especially
apparent during Tiananmen Square
will undoubtedly continue as China
reshapes its top political leadership.
Next week, the sixth Great Deci-
sions lecture will take place Tuesday
at 7JO in Gault Recital HaH Jean
Bethke Elshtain, centennial professor
at Vanderbilt University, will address
the topic "U.S. in aNew World: What
Goals? What Priorities?"
SGAyCampus Coimcil
Student GovernmentAssociation:
President
Vice President forAcademic Affairs
Vice President for Student Affairs
Treasurer
Director of Special Projects
Public Relations Director
Secretary (write-i-n candidate)
Lauren Cohen
Amy Menk
Daniel Ephraim
Julie Mayne
Paul Kletzly
Puneet BhagchandanI
April Elsea
Campus Council:
AMarge members Peter Halm, Marguerite Johnston, Ben Perez
Clergy Academy of Religion series
features Presbyterian moderator
KTTAMU BARNFIELD
Staff Writer
The Oerrv Academv of Relizion
convened for its fifth meeting of the
year Tuesday to discuss the topic of
"Spirituality Trarorming the World:
Changing Priorities."
The guest speaker was John Fife,
moderator of thePresbyterian Church
(USA).
Fife opened with a reading from
theBibleandseveral anecdotes, which
led to the first question of his presen-
tation: "What is going on?" The
question was made in reference to the
upheaval of morals and ethics in
American society.
The whole relationship between
ChristeridomandWesternculture,Fife
stated, has become "radically differ
ent" in the past 30 and 40 years, due to
the collapse of "mainline establish-
ment Protestant Christendom." He
claimed that the Church was not pre-
pared for such a sudden collapse, be-
cause it had become too comfortable
with the forgone conclusion that the
culture would instruct itself in the
way i of the Church.
This assumption was based on the
fact that since Constantine, Christian-
ity and culture had always been inter-
twined, with the culnre teaching the
same basic values as the Church. The
Church today has lost the clarity ofits
role because it has proceeded as if
nothing has happened, and is con-
fused as to why the old tactics are not
effective in this new society.
Jrife cited television as a major fac-i- nthis widening gap, calling it the
most "powerful evangelism tool ever
seen" since k is effectively leaching
values that are antithetical to those of
the Church. At present, the Church
offers no alternative to this teaching
because it is still convinced of its
mainline status and is not aware of the
fact that it has lost the great influence
of earlier centuries.
Toclose the gapbetween theChurch
aid culture, Fife emphasized the ne-
cessity of re-equipp- ing and retraining
the Church to deal with the "secular,
alien, iagan culture" that lies right
outside the church doors.
X
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photo provided by NEWS SERVICES
John Fife, moderator of the Presbyterian Church (USA) comments on
the role of the Church and contemporary society.
"Where do we go from here?" was
the next question that Fife asked. To
answer this question he offereda two-prong- ed
solution.
The first prong called for spiritual
formation and discipline which in-
cludes a reeducation for the Church
from the top down. Fife commented,
"The old education won't do any-
more."
Fife further remarked that the
Church is to be a responsible mission-
ary to a culture that is antithetical to
the Church's beliefs. He also called
upon the Church to tell society that the
Church is different, that it invites
people in and provides a community
of faith that will nurture them.
The second prong that Fife pro-
posed was for the Church to under
V
stand the Scriptures and to be con-
verted itself. He explained that the
Church has to give up misconcep-tion-s
that God is everywhere.
According to Fife, God is not ev-
erywhere, but only where there is
community of faith and among those
who are suffering, poor and needy.
He said that those who claim to expe-
rience God's presence outside ofsuch
ccrelitioris actually experience the ab-
sence of God.
Fife concluded that these new reali-
ties demand a new Church, one lik-
ened to a ttans-nation-al global institu-
tion, that has its positive influence in
various parts of the world, notjust one
part. He staled that "The only hope of
bringing peace is through ecumenical
community."
V 5 .
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Commercial growth benefits Wooster Gommuriit
continued fromfront page
it is possibleground will be broken
this spring. The type of restaurant is
unknown, although one similar to the
popular chamT.GJJtiday'sisaprob-ability- .
Another addition will be the Black
He Affair Party Center located in the
southwest corner of Friendship and
Riffel roads. The center will seat 800
and will be rented out for weddings
and other events.
Chuck Manges at theWooster Area
Chamber of Commerce commented
on the recent commercial progress
and how he believes it will benefit
Wooster.
"There's only so much interest in
Wooster and for every expendable
dollar a Wooster citizen had, 43.7
cents was only actually spent in the
county. With the new development,
comparison shopping will be pos-
sible and this keeps the money in the
area." This win serve to increase the
tax base and wealth of the city.
Manges continued to say. This
will also provide more opportunities
for shoppers and hopefully the outlet
malls will bring in other shoppers
from other counties. Additional con-
struction is additional traffic"
The outlet mall will be built south
of town on Route 3 after more land is
annexedtothecity. TimFoley willbe --
the developer of the mall.
Residential development will in--el- ude
Hunter's Chase CcfKkxnmiums.
The sales office and model center are
c
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Downtown Wooster is also exper-
iencing new development as
Rubbermaid prepares to take over the
old William Annat Building. The
August; will offer every,
Rubbermaid product made, thus the'
name Everything Rubbermaid. This
includes "class A" items as well as
factory seconds and nonurrentitems.
This is a new venture on the part of
Rubbermaid to try to bring all of its
produces together under one roof.
The hope here is mat the new store
will attract customers while prevent-
ing the deteriation of the downtown
area as retailers burst forth in the
outskirts of the city. "Rubbermaid
should bring people downtown," said
Manges.
Other additions and renovations
downtown involve a new bike shop .
and streetscape improvements. Over--.
head wiring will be moved under-
ground, trees planted and new lights
. added in. an effort to improve thejoc,
' 6f the area! Many of the intersections
will also be refurbished to allow for
safer conditions and aesthetic plea-- '
sure.
Many of the merchants are redoing .
their storefronts and Manges added,
"Hopefully other merchants will re-
furbish the front of their stores also."
He emphasized that this is an ongoing
process.
Sentiments may be bruised as the
downtown changes slightly, but
Manges emphasized that "all down-
towns change.'' He also said, "The
Wooster not expected to participate
EMILY SILVERMAN
Assistant Editor
KrimJames, director ofSecurity of
. the College and secretary of the Ohio.
Campus Law Enforcement Associa-
tion, represented the Association on
Tuesday, Jan. 15, at a ceremonial
signing of legislation allowing cam-
pus security departments to upgrade
their forces topolice departments with
full arrest powers.
The bill, signed by Ohio governor
George Voinovich, was among the
first bills signed into law, by
Voinovich, in 1993. It passed the
Ohio House by a94--l margin'and the
Senate by a vote of 33--0 in late 1992.
The bill authorizes trustees of pri-
vate colleges and universities to es-
tablish police departments whose of-
ficers would have the same authority
as municipal officers. Campus police
officers would be restricted to cam-
pus property unless an agreement is
reached with city, county, or village
officials.
Under the legislation, campus po-
lice are required to complete a train-
ing program approved by the Ohio
Peace Officer Training Council. In
addition, officers on campus must
have uniforms and badges that are
distinct from those worn by local law
enforcement personnel.
Also, the educational institution's
trustees must carry not less than
$250,000 worth of liability insurance
per officer.
"In my opinion, we don't have a
need for security with full arrest
power. We don't have criminal!
activity that requires such a profes-
sional staff and our cooperation
X
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Wal-Mar- t, part of the Wayne Towne Plaza is across the street from the future site of Lowe's, TCBY and Cinemark Theater. The new development
is a portion of the variety of projects going pp in the north end of Wooster, including restaurants, a party center, and more shopping centers.
already in working order, while eight
of the living units are in the building
stage. The plan is to build 56 units.
Each condominium will start at
approximately $75,000 and will boast
two bedrooms, a fireplace and a one
or two-c- ar garage attached to the con-
dominium.- It will be an adult com-
munity and' will be totally owner- -'
occupied.
merchants have to accept things are
1 changing and they need to change to
satisfy the public?'
. Rubbermaid is trying its best to
' retain the personality of the old Annat
BujfciiBg.fa floors,
lighting system and various other
unique characierTsocs7r Of course,
.
extena'veplansceiiainlyincludesome
.
modernity for retailing purposes.
Buses of people are expected to visit
the store along with Wooster citizens
arKlrrianymoreresidentscf surround-
ing counties.
The goal is to provide shoppers
with a wider variety ofstores and also
to benefit the tax base of the city.
Compiled with information from
TheDatfyRecordProgressJ992,Fn.
Jan. 29. '
Campus security departments
granted full arrest powers
with the Wooster police is excellent.
James commented. . ;
"Some private colleges and univer-
sities require that type of department
because of their location Some
schools warn toupgradetreu forces,
because there are a number of advan-
tages. For example, if there is tres-
passing, officers can make an arrest
right there in Wooster, the police
are here in minutes. The upgrade
allows security departments to have
certain optionsavailable to them.such
as access to the registration informa-
tion) of a vehicle, James added.
Oberlin College is one example of
a small, private institution which as
taken advantage of the new legisla-
tion.
Most larger public universities have
long had the authority to create cam-
pus police departments.
This article was compiled in part
with information provided by News
Services.
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Currently muter construction, the newly named Gault Alumni Center will be completed in time for a formal
dedication at this fall's Homecoming.
MerzHall renamed GaultAlumni Center
LISA HANNAN
Staff Writer
At its February meeting, the execu-
tive committee ofWoosier'sBoaru of
Trustees voted to rename the former
Merz Hall the Gault Alumni Center.
This decision was based on both
Stanley and Flo Gault's dedication to
the College. ... - - . ...
The Gaults, members ofWooster's
Class of 1948. have been named dis-
tinguished alumni for their dedication
to the College. In addition, Stanley
Gauli holds an honorary degree from
Wooster. -
Keck Foundation
NEWS SEPVT RFT FA:T?
The W.M. Keck Foundation ofLos
Angeles has made a grant of $400,000
; "to-wntin- ue the funding for the Keck.
.
; .Ctoicjruum-fo- r Geotogy --which .is
.
ccrnposed of 12 national liberal arts;
.colleges'-geolog- y departments, in--cJadmg-Thc- CoUege
of Wooster.
In national rankings of liberal arts
--
. geology departments, eight of the 12
sdiools rank in the top 10 insdtutions
: in numbers of their graduates going
? on to earn a doctorate in the earth
'
sciences. Wooster's Department of
Geology ranks sixth in that 1988 sur--
vey. Baccalaureate Origins of Doc- -'
lorae Recipients.
The academic consortium was
UlkYAo
in
The Gault Alumni Center, acquired
by the College in 194 1 from the estate
of LS.R. Overhoh, was originally
named in recognition of Karl Merz,
the first director of the College'sCon-servator- y
of Music. It housed the
department of music until Scheide
opened in 1987, when it was con-
verted into a student residence halL
Alumni relations and development
will be housed in the Gault Alumni
Center, which will feature a parlor
and conference room. According to
Jeff Todd, there will be space for
visiting volunteer committees and
alumni. "We really hope it will be a
renews geology
founded in 1987 to bring together the
geology faculties, students and facili-ti- es
of Wooster, Amherst, Beloit,
Carle ton, Colorado, Franklin and
Marshall, Pomona, Smith, Whitman
and .Williams colleges and Trinity
andWashington and Lee universities.
This is the fourth grant from the Keck
Foundation for continued funding of
the consortium.
The consortium supports a range of
academic programs including faculty-stude- nt
sumrner field research projects
and geology workshops at the various
campuses.
A major goal of the Keck Consor-
tium is to involve undergraduates in
research endeavors as early as pos-
sible in their academic careers.
A tnaxirnurri
1
I 1
place that alumni will naturally go
when on campus."
The Alumni Association plans re- -.
unions and regional activities. They
also wort-wu- h. theLandV of. Scots
rctuzaIkxialtheNationalAluTnni
TJoaruVlhe- - govTctning bodycf the
alumni association.
The Center is expected to open in
September, following the $1.5 mil-
lion renovations. A formal dedica-
tion will occurat Homecoming in the
falL Toddexpectsarecognition plaque
to be unveiled at the dedication.
Compiled with information pro-
vided by NEWS SERVICES.
consortium grant
A key amponent ofquality natu-
ral science education is having stu-de- nts
work on meaningful fields stud-
ies and research projects, so that they
will understand the revelance of their
classroom and laboratory work." said
Mark Wilson, professor of geology
and chair ofWooster's Department of
Geology. The strong continued sup-
portnxrn the Keck rtxmdation makes
these experiences possible for Wooster
students in ways that usually are not
available to undergraduates."
The primary focus of the Keck
Foundation is on grants to universi-tiesan- d
colleges throughout theUnited
States, with particular ernphasis in the
fields of earth sciences, engineering
and medical research.
1.T.I
e-t-
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College's tuition hike
prompts discussion
Economist asks if
Wooster students
get "more bang
for more bucks"
CHRISTOPHER HANSON
Staff Writer
Stanton Hales, Vice-preside- nt of
Academic Affairs, and Richard
Vedder, Professor of Economics at
Ohio University, spoke Thursday
evening in the Lowry Pit on the sub-
ject of rising college costs.
Hales concentrated on the rising
tuition rate at Wooster, while Vedder
spoke of costs at colleges in general.
The discussions were prompted by
the announcement that the College's
comprehensive rate win increase from
this year's S 1 8,680 to S 19375 for the
1993-199-4 school year.
Hales spoke of last year's budget
deficit of$500,000, faculty salaries at
Wooster and a struggling global
economy. He pointed out that faculty
salaries start at only $31,000. while
many competitors offer starting sala-
ries of $36-38,00- 0. He further added
that the salary of the top-pai- d profes-
sor at Wooster Oust, over$60000) is
still less than the average top salary at
competing institutions.
Hales said that the College of
Wooster's endowment is lower than
many schools, and is only 15 of the
endowments at Swarthmore and
Pomona. Independent groups from
outside the school have recommended
that the College simplify the curricu-lu-m,
eliminating as many as 5 to 10
departments. Hales stressed that
Wooster is unlikely to do this, as it
would drive the 1:9 facul ty-to-stu- dent
rauo up, possibly as high as 1:18
or 20.
Despite all of these negative ele-
ments. Hales pointed out that the
College's tuition still falls in the bot-
tom 15 of21 schools that rate high in
graduate placement
Hales commented that Wooster has
a spacious campus which is home to
, 36 buildings, 3 times the average at
many other schools. He added that
the College has initiated a campaign
to raise more than $60 million by
1996. He ended by saying that Trust-
ees have already pledged $ 1 8 million
to the campaign.
In a quesuon and answer session.
Hales responded to a question about
.
----
-
-
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the cost of renovating Luce and
Kenarden by stressing that the build-
ings represent part of the 'physical'
budget, which is separate from the
operational budget. Furthermore, the
buildings are considered an invest-
ment for 40 to 60 years.
He also commented that donors
often restrict their gifts to certain en-
deavors, and if the College feels that
the restrictions force the school to
build something unnecessary, the
school will turn the donation down.
Richard Vedder began by com-
menting that the tuition for his first
year at his alma mater. Northwestern
University, was $795. By the time he
graduated, the tuition had risen to
$1250.
He then added that the figure of
$795 accounted for eight weeks, or
15, of the average family income in
1958, while today theaverage college
tuition is equal to 23-2- 5 weeks, or
around 40.
Vedder observed that while the cost
ofliving has increased five times since
1958, the cost ofcollege has skyrock-
eted by twenty times.
He also questioned if students were
actually getting "more bang for more
bucks. He commented on Wooster's
"yuppified facilities" such as
Kenarden Lodge, which he estimated
co6tapprtximately$30XXrxrroom.
Vedder noted many schools actu-
ally have larger classes than in 1958,
pointing out that despite this fact,
many schools have larger staff sizes.
This 'Productivity Decline,' as he
called it, results from larger staffs
doing the same amount of work, and
therefore doing less work per person.
He concluded that despite the huge
increase in cost, "Quality is about the
same as when your parents were here."
In hisfinal comments, Vedder spoke
of the rncx3polistic.element of col-
leges, saying that they are "hard to
leave." He also talked about 'price
discrimination in financial aid, where
students are awarded for need rather
than merit.
Vedder questioned the room and
board fees at schools, referring to
them as "tie-in-sale- s," where con-
sumers are tied in to paying more for
several 'products, rather that just a
flat fee.
Vedderclosedby emphasizing that
Wooster's financial struggles arecom-mo- n
among schools across the coun-
try, and stated that Wooster is, Dol-larf- or
dollar aboveaverage than many
schools in the region, and even the
nation."
o
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Senior editor ofThePlainDealer
to speak on media credibility
NEWS SERVICT--S RFT .FAST?
Thomas H. Greer, vice-preside- nt
and senior editor ofThePlainDealer,
will deliver a lecture, "Credibility:
Key to the Public Tnistofthe Media,'
at 4 pjn. on Wednesday, March 3, at
The College of Wooster.
His lecture, which is free and open
to thepublic,will be in Wishart Hall's
Lean Lecture Room. A public recep-
tion win follow his speech,
Cfreer'sresponsibilities at ThePlain
Dealer, Ohio s largest daily newspa-
per, include direction of a joint ven-tu- re
between the newspaper andNbrth
Coast Cable which provides a pre-
view of the newspaper on television
each night
He also is the newspaper's repre-
sentative and spokesperson in matters
which involve readers' concerns and
questions of the fairness and balance
Story ideas? News tips?
Give us a call at x-25-98 (216-263-259- 8)
or drop us a note in campus box 3187
COLLEGE
HILLS
4600 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster, OH. 44691 ,
of stories published in The Plain
Dealer.
Greer is the director of the Plain
Dealer Charities and serves on the
newspaper's editorial board.
Preview to being named to his cur-
rent post, Greer served as editor, ex-
ecutive editor arri managing editor of
The Plain Dealer. He was the senior
executive in the editorial division of
the newspaper from October 1987.
Greer began his journalism career
as a reporter for the Trenton, NJ.,
Tunes in 1965, where be worked for
eight years. He then joined The Plain
Dealer for the first time as a general
assignmentnvestigati ve reporter and
spent two years in that post before
going to the Chicago Sun-Tim- es as
thepro basketbaU writer in 1975. Greer
alsoworkedforthePhiladeJphiaZtaiy
News as a sportswritersports colum-
nist, the New York Daily News as
The WodsterVoice
sports columnist and the Philadelphia
Inquirer as a sports feature writer
boxing reporter. He returned to The
Plain Dealer as sports editor in 1983.
Greer twice served on the Pulitzer
Prize Nominating Jury, first as chair-
person of its committee judging in-
vestigative reporting entries in 1988,
and as chairperson of its committee
judging commentary entries in 1989.
He isa member ofseveral boards of
trustees, including the Greater Cleve-
land Roundtable, Cleveland's WVIZ
public television station, and the Na-
tional Junior Tennis Association, the
American Society ofNewspaper Edi-
tors, the Associated Press Managing
Editors' Association and the Associ-
ated Press Sports Editors' Associa-
tion.
In 1963,Greer earned his bachelor's
degree from Dillard University where
he majored in political science.
ami
When was the last
time anything got
you this excited?
For your College of Wooster connection,
contact College Hills Honda!
345 - 5200
College Hills Honda
Chris Alghini '92
Nine alumniphotographers
tocaptureonfilmMondaya
day in the life of the College
news SFRvrrr eft past?
On Monday, March 1, beginning at
12.-0-1 am. and ending at midnight, a
group ofphotographers will capture a
day in the life of Hie College of
Wooster on film.
Their work will comprise a special
spring issue of Wooster, the College's
alumni magazine. Some photogra-
phers will follow particular students
and faculty through part or all of the
day; others will concentrate on areas
such as Lowry Center, Taylor Hall
and the PEC which are likely to be
crowded at various times of the day.
All will be alert for interesting cam-
pus activity throughout the perkid. In
short, students and faculty are likely
to see photographers in unusual places
next Monday; no one should be
alarmed.
The idea for this approach to a
special issue of Wooster came up in
conversations among Sid Hastings,
Ralph Youngen and Jennifer Parker
Youngen, all of the class of 1986.
While students, these three worked as
photographers and dark room techni-
cians in News Services. For several
years, they combined to the job of a
full-tim- e campus photographer, the
first of which, was hired bv the Cdl- -
lege immediately after their gradua
ANNOUNCEMENT:
Are you a chartered organization? v
How long has it been since you Have
renewed your charter?
,
If you would like to charter yourorgani-zalio- n,
or renew your charter with Cam-
pus Council, contact Oliver Preuss (ext
3242, box 2510). fjy.
503 E. LIBERTY ST.
FREE DELIVERY -
tion. They kept in touch after gradu-
ating from Wooster and as they no-tic-ed
other Wooster alumni andalum-na- e
photographers featured in
Wooster, die idea of bringing an
alumni team to photograph a day in
Wooster's life began to build.
This past fall, Hastings proposed
the idea to Peter Havholm, editor of
Wooster, and Havholm bought it at
once. Nine photographers were re-
cruited for the job. They areHastings,
Rob Muk '68,hisdaughter Lara Muir,
Amy Sancetta 8 1 , Mike Schenk 73,
Dan Stefaniuk 92, the Youngens and
Matt Dilyard, present campus pho-
tographer. All are either professional
photographers or experienced, com-
mitted amateurs.
"This is a wonderful team of first-ra- te
photographers," said Havholm.
"and the campus is ready to say
cheese.
"Students and faculty with whom
I've been working to make arrange-
ments have all been very helpful and
sympathetic to the project. It will be
a miru-document- ary on campus life:
intimate, close-u- p news for . alumni
who receive the magazine andadocu-men-t
for the ages. There has notbeen
a concentrated effort like mis since
the 1948 Index et out to capture all
' f ' 'aspects oftrifofrislife;H,,,T
PHONE: 264-45-54
'til 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat!
College Student Special
2 small pizzas with 2 cans ofpop ONLY $6391
3 item M additional Hem $1.20 '
2 medium pizzas with 2-li- ter 'pop ONLY $9.99!
3 item additional item $1.20 (covers both pizzas)
2 large pizzas with 2-li- ter pop ONLY $12.99!
3-it-em additional items $L40 (covers both pizzas)
DINING ROOM: Sun.-Thur- s. 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. ' til 4 a.m.
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The Wooster Index: The
great disappearing act
LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor
Some juniors and seniors may have
noticed a strange disappearance on
campus. The Index, the College year-
book, has ilowly vanished from sight
much to the dismay of many seniors
who will not be granted the luxury of
flipping through pages reminiscing
about their old college days. For the
class of 1993, collective memo--
IT 1 1 A PUe Sara tt m USD Fan Servo
ma tot Sun TuwrtM
with required chapeL
The Index has come in all sizes and
colors-fro-rn purple to green. During
the 1980s however, it seems that stu-
dents lost interest in the yearbook. By
1 99 1 there was no yearbook staff . For
the past three years there has been no
Index. In 1991 there was an effort
made by Katie Jones, an English ma-
jor, io complete a yearbook for her
senior LS. entitled "Memories of
STdSrr y "The success ofa school yearbookTnefSrtookoncam-
-
depends on the students, both in
pus appeared in 1 874, only four making the book and buying the book.
yea? miva inc iirx grauuaung
class. The oldest one Wooster
has in its possesion is the second
volume which came out in 1875. The
orginal Index, was not called The In-
dex at all, but named The Score." It
wasn'trenamed until a few years later.
From the beginning, it was the fra-
ternities on campus who published
me book and from the early editions it
appears that they were secretive books
on campus. Later the "eating dubs"
on campus joined with the fraternities
in creating the books and by 1 889 thejunior class took over as editors of the
publication.
It is interesting to note the older
editions of The Index accepted liquor
advertisrnents somewhat immodest
actions for a Presybeterian College
Woo."
In earlier times at Wooster. being
on the yearbook staff was very selec-
tive and highly prestigious, according
to former professor Lowell Coolidge.
However, in more recent years it seems
that producing a yearbook seemed
more of a chore than an honor. Stu-
dents lost interest. Dr. Coolidge
stresses the importance of having a
yearbook for historical reasons as well
as many others.
If you want io know the history of
Greeks on campus or sports teams at
Wooster, The Index is probably one of
the best sources. Andrew's Library
holds nearly every edition of the
Wooster yearbook down on the first
floor. (Except for the very earilest
editions which are kept in Archives.)
It is interesting to think that all of the
happenings on campus this year may
be stored only in the memory of the
students.
Vice-preside- nt of Academic Af-
fairs Stanton Hales, who has been
supportive of the revival of The Index
said. The success of a school year-
book depend cri the students, both in
making the book and buy
ing the book. It seems in
past years student interest
hasvained. Both the presi-
dent and I eagerly support
students who are interested
in making an appropriate
yearbook in the future."
Students interested in working on
the 1994 Index need to contact Elise
Bates at x4010. The Publications
Committee has approved the restart
of The Index for next year, but spe-
cific funds have not been allocated.
"There has been some interest
shown by the students.' said sopho-
more Elise Bates. "But more is bet-
ter." She added that people with
marry (MTcrentsskuTsarc needed: pho-
tographers, writers, layout aesigTXTs,
and people with advertising experi-
ence among others. The 1994 year-
book will only happen if students
show enough of an interest to make it
happen.
i 1
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ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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A halftime show?
photo by PAUL BORDEN
Lance Weirkk entertains the Wooster crowd at recent basketball
game.
Seniors think of many
creative ways to avoid
the stresses of I.S.
REBECCA DEWTNE
Assistant Feature Ediuor
There are a mere twenty-fo- ur days
on the LS. calendar, and only one
week until spring break. In other
words, it is serious crunch time and
the stress level ofmany senior ISers is
reported to be significantly high.
Those of you who have not yet devel-
oped coping mechanisms for "LS.
Stress may want to take a few point
ers from this random but insightful
sampung of stressed ioJxs
"I clean my room all the time. I get
really weird. I call people I haven't
talked to in years. SaraSuthenand
"Work on some of my other inter
ests. For example, jugglingUvechick-ens.- "
Garrett Munson
"I want to break the computer in
two. Lisa Vadasz
"Laugh at first-yea- rs who complain
about work." Jen Jaeger
"Boogie down to '70s music with
my house-mat- es at 3 am." Kim
Walter
"Get really drunk." Jen Merritt
I haven t released stress in eight
months." Jen Clement
"Eat and re-arran- ge the posters op
my wall.(Yeah,rka'jnecessary).
Christopher Myers
"Drink." Russ Wheeler
"Watch movies, play with my dog,
do other work." Alyse Weisert
"Suppress the urge to throw the
computer at a wall." Kim Niezgoda
"I listen toRushLimbaugh." Ryan
Burgess
"Try to imagine life wi thout LS -- .plan
future and summer." AllisonZweig
"I tell my advisor's other advisees
how far ahead she seems to think I
am." Emily Silverman
"Do more I.S." Kevin Cropp
"I try to do the best on my own until
I feel like I'm digging a whole deeper
for myself and then I stop and go to
my advisor. If that doesn't work, 12-year-- old
scotch can do the trick."
Gary Can
"I work out." Jen Knauff
"Clean my room, do laundry, take a
nap. alphabetize tapes and
a5sanything really useless."
Kristen Whitaker
" Make lists of fun and exciting
things I could do with a fifth year at
college." Ken Temple
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Langer speaks
ALF THOMPSON
PuMicOpininnEriitnr
Voice Staffmember Alf Thompson
had an opportunity to talk with senior
JeffLanger.who isSGA's Vice-preside- nt
for Academic Affairs ana has
had an opportunity to be in some of
the high-lev- el decision-makin- g meet-
ings this year. Langer talks about his
experiences this year and offers some
advice for the future.
Alf: What are some major issues
that you believe should be focused on
by the newly elected SGA Cabinet
and Campus Council?
Jeff: I think there's three: Security,
resolution about Greek Life, and in-
creased student involvement concern-
ing what this school is going to look
like in ten or twenty years. In terms of
faculty and majors offered atWooster.
I think Security is a big issue for
everyone. SGA is currently working
on trying to find some means where
students can store items over break.
Lisa Ostermueller 94 and Mike
McTieman 93 are workingwith Cam-
pus Council on a resolution concern-
ing different things about Greek Life.
Finally, I've done a lot this year
with the make-u- p of faculty positions
that were given last year, serving on
the EPC which makes those deci-
sions.
Students need to be aware of deci-
sions that are being made, also they
need to voice their opinions to the new
Vice-preside- nt forAcademic Affairs.
All: You mentioned before that
you are involved with the EPC, can
you tell us a little about this commit-
tee?
Jeff: The EPC,Educational Policy
Committee, consists of the President
and Vice-preside- nt for Academic Af-
fairs of the College, the Dean of the
Faculty, members of the Faculty and
two student representatives.
Dr. Yvonne Williams is currently
the Dean, PreskkCcpeland,Stanton
Hales, Professor Mark Weaver is on
the committee, Jim Perley, John
Gabriele of the Spanish and Italian
Departments, Kate Sheppard, Tom
Falkner, and Don Jacobs of the Phys
about campus decision-makin-g
ics Department. It's a committee that
works to create educational policy.
ThisisthelastyearthatEPCwillbe
doing the position requests; next year
they go to the Vice-presid-ent of Aca-
demic Affairs, which will leave the
cornmittee with a lot of responsibility
in termjs of curriculum, departments
bringing in new courses, changes in
requirements for majors.
A lot of work is done for the ap-
proval ofadjunct professors who come
to teach a few courses or ifother needs
arise, they are addressed by the Vice
President.
Alf: An example of a department
mat is being looked at?
Jeff: Sociology right now is a
concern. That department is con-
sidering a changing to where you
could concentrate in either Sociology
or Anthropology. They're bringing
in new courses. The Educational
Policy Committeedoes all those kinds
of things.
Alf: As Vice-preside- nt of Aca-
demic Affairs, what are some of your
other concerns and how do you serve
the students?
Jeff: Hopefully I serve the students
through representation of student in-
terests.
Kathy Sheldon '93 is the other
member of the EPC and we work to
advocate student concerns. For ex-
ample, by supporting the program in
Bogota, which is the last program for
students who want to take Spanish,
outside of America. This leaves sap
dents the option of going to Latin
America if that's what they want to-d-o.
We are working to get a program
and also letting students know which
of the programs have transferrable
financial aid if necessary. I chair the
Educational Affairs Committee and
our major project wasaFaculty Guide
Beck where we are trying to get back-
ground on professors more readily
available to students and also con-
cerns of the profs.
This year I've worked with other
members of SGA on speaking with
lawyers and such to find out if stu-
dents could bring the college up on
charges for incidents like the break--
ins over breaks.
What we really try to do is student
advocacy. ButtheSUAdoes not have
a lot of power. I feel that we had a
successful year, though."
Alf: "What would you say to stu-
dents, and this was an issue earlier this
year, who wonder what's going to
happen with their favorite professor
or mentor, or question the cuts being
made for their particular department?"
Jeff: I think it might get worse
before it gets better. There's not as
many students coming into Wooster,
which means less money for the
school. New federal laws have lim-
ited the amount of financial aid that
the college is able to give for future
years.
I am unhappy for the students who
have lost professors and have had
their departments cut I myselfam in
a small department, the urban studies
department, which is more ofa stud-
ies group than a major. That's unfor-tunatdyoneoftherealitiesofWo- oster;
we have a very special program with
LS. and First-Ye- ar Seminar which
take up a lot of faculty time. Other
liberal arts schools don't have this.
I think we may see the elimination
ofsome majors since there were about
18 position requests for only 9 open-
ings. If one department is given the
position, other departments will have
to suffer. That's what it comes down
to.
Alf: Do you have any closing
statements for studenutyou.did j
'iot previously menuon?, .J.J.
Jeff: I would urge students to get
involved. Changes come slowly and
they are not always the changes you
would like. I think that's one of the
hardest things I had to learn while
being on SGA Ifmore students were
involved, it could be a much stronger
group.
I think one reason SGA's power
seems to be so limited is students
don't support it a lot of times, they
don't take active roles. I hear people
complaining about parking all the
time.
Get active! It's a good feeling
when you see a program that you've
worked on and its success." .
SPEND THE SUMMER IN GREECE AND TURKEY
with
WOOSTER IN GREECE
JUNE 19 TO AUGUST 1, 1993
ON-SIT- E PROGRAM OF STUDY AND TRAVEL . INCLUDES VISITS TO MAJOR ARCHAEO-
LOGICAL SITES, MONUMENTS AND MUSEUMS THROUGHOUT GREECE AND TURKEY:
ATHENS, CRETE AND THE GREEK ISLANDS, OLYMPIA, DELPHI, MYCENAE, ISTANBUL.
TWO COURSES FOR CREDIT:
THE MONUMENTS AND HISTORY OF GREECE
THE CULTURE OF ANCIENT AND BYZANTINE GREECE
- SEE: PROFESSOR THOMAS FALKNER
DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICAL STUDIES
KAUKE 208, EXT. 2320
APPIJCATION DEADLINE: APRIL IS. 1993
Medic-Aid-e gives students
hospital experience
AMANDA JUNKIN
Staff Writer
Medic-Aid- e isa volunteer program
that enables Wooster students to gain
experience working in a hospital.
Students involved in theprogram usu-
ally volunteer two hoursaweek work-in-g
at the Wooster Community Hos-
pital in a specialized area of their
choice. The three most popular areas
arePhysical Therapy, the Emergency
Room and Cardiopulmonary Services.
The group, sponsored by SGA
funds, recruited about 30 people last
semester. Chairperson ofMedic- -Aide
sophomore Michelle Varughese got
involved with the program last year
and said it has been a very rewarding
experience for her. Varughese plans
to go into the medical field after
graudation.
"I like to volunteer my time and feel
that I'm serving the community,' she
Next issue ofVoice reveals origin
of the mysterious iron bird
tJ O X.
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said. -
First-ye- ar Karen Gerber is currently
volunteering her time working in
Physical Therapy. She would eventu-
ally like to work in a laboratory in the
field of medical research.
Gerber agreed that Medic-Aid- e is a
beneficial experience for participants.
"It was neat to see exactly how the
doctorsand nurses would interact with
patients," she said.
Sophornore Brian Becker also plans
to go into medicine. This year, he
volunteers his time to working in the
Emergency Room.
In addition to the rewarding experi-
ence one receives from Medic-Aid- e,
it is also a good test for anyone think-
ing seriously about medicine in their
future. "Medic-Aid- e lets you get
into the environment of what it would
be like to get into a hospital setting. It
shows you if you're really interested
in medicine or not," Becker said. :
Publishing Opportunities
Gale Unearth Inc. hat immediate openings for students A graduate to do
research and writing for our reference books and other information-base- d
products.
Qualified candidates must hav-e- -
college coursework in liberal arts . -
v strong writing skills
v researching experience
v proofreading and editing skills
These challenging, entry-lev- el positions have advancement opportunities. Our
benefit package includes immediate medical, dental, and vision coverage; flexible,
work hours; tuition assistance; and profit sharing.
If you are interested in joining one of the premier information providers for
libraries and businesses worldwide, we want to hear from you. Call our 34-ho- ur
iaforsaatioa Use (313) 961-451- 9 or send your resume, transcripts, and
non-returnab- le expository writing sample to:
Editorial Recruiter
n Gate Research Inc.Ssf S3SPmoxoifrK Don m4tm
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formerhusband (normally
your father, unless your
mom is Liz Taylor) when
he tells you that living with
Silverman's tips for seniors
Assistant Editor
Someone forgot to call inthe columnists this week, so
I thought given my senior
status that I'd take a crack
at writing a column while I
still have the chance. Just this once,
and I promise I'll never do it again.
Anyway, I was sort of indirectly
inspired by C. Mason Hallman's col-u- mn
last week, in which he wondered
aloud if most academic majors bar-
ring malh and the natural sciences
might efreU, Bsekes But I don't:
really want to talk about that per se
(nor do I want to speculate on why
everyone thinks English majors are .
grammar experts. Do we get gram--
mar lessons in our courses here? Not
I think not).
Now that seniors have been mea-
sured for caps and gowns (did the cap
guy ask you if your hair would be the
same "size" on graduation day? Me
too) and May 10 is fast approaching,
what the hell are you going to do with
your life? Does it seem like everyone
else dees? Are all your friends and.
people you don't know but would
very much like to kill bound for
lucrative jobs, exciting internships,
top graduate schools, and study
abroad? Yes? Well, then simply fol-
low Silverman's helpful tips for mak-in- g
yourself feel better. They work, at
least as a temporary fix. Trust me.
O Tell yourself you have to con-
centrate on I.S., and that even though
you're having on-camp- us interviews
and doing what you can, your main
"job" now is to be a student.
O Listen to your mother when she
tells you that you're welcome to come
home after graduation and get your-
self oriented (don't you hate those
Potpourri ads from the CD&P that
attempt to scare the hell out ofyou and
convince you that your parents hate
you and you're a loser ifyou don't get
your buttovertoCDctP, pronto?). On
the other hand, listen to your mother's
your mother isn t some-
thing you'll want to do for loo long;
and trust him he's done it.
O Reassure yourself that it's tight
out there, and that every "no" you
hear brings you one step closer to a
"yes" (I'm talking about employment
herepeople; get your minds out of the
gutter)k 3 w , r - ' t t - -O Rationalize that ofcourse you'll
find something: it's wirealistic to
think that a college graduate won't
find errrployment somewhere. Sim-
ply ignore that tens of thousands of
others are graduating this year, and
that MB As are applying for jobs at
Burger King (and we ain't talkin'
management posilions here, folks).
Convince yourself that those with
jobs will be stuck behind a desk all
day, pushing papers; that those going
abroad will be hijacked on the way
over; and that a Masters degree ain't
worth diddly, anyway, so why are
these people hiding behind graduate
school just to be safe for a few more
years (you might also try the ever
popular, "Do I realty want to be in
school for a few more years?)
O Prepare yourself never to return
to Wooster unless and until you have
a job especially not within the first
couple of years of graduating. Not
that you should care, but if you hang
out here, people will most likely won-
der whether or not you have any sem-
blance of a life. They will most dri-nite- ty
be convinced that you don't
have a semblance of a job. But don't
worry you'll be able to visit soon,
'cause you'll get a job.
O Finally, remind yourself that,
you're young, and your first job won't
be your last. And keep in mind how
exciting it'll be to work alongside real
live MBAs at Burger King.
Announcement: The Wooster Voice Editor-in-Chi- ef
for the 1 993-9-4 school year will be decided next week.
Anyone interested in working on next year's staff should
contact the newly appointed student after Spring Break.
bemc baoC
over-?- ,
money
cirvA.
the
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Fishhead's Revenge and
the return of the bombs
and Jesus crowd
1
February is the coldest
month of the yearor at least, fit is around here and there
were times this week when
walking across the
Armington quad was akin
to traversing the- - Yukon.
When the temperature dips
down this cold there leaves
only two possible options
stay tome and do Junior
LS. or stay home and drink
yourself into a coma. Ire--
ally tried to do Junior LS.
but the mood wasn't right and so I
eventually settled down into a com-
fortable afternoon with a few ounces
I purchased from my good friend
Henry Copeland.
There are some things I'll never
understand, like J-Bo-ard for example.
One of the more amusing incidents
that cccured in these past few months
was an individual who posed as secu-
rity and was sanctioned by J-Bo- ard.
Impersonating Security? Whatdid he
do? Walk around campus looking
clueless wearing a walkrnan?
It has been, that kind of week and
Wooster has not been the only area
ravaged by cabin fever and logic melt-
down. George Bush and his surly
little gang of geeks, waterheads, and
cheap jack fixers somehow managed
to slither out of Washington leaving
the boiler room just on the verge of
meltdown as Bill Clinton stepped in
to take control of what is rapdily be-
coming a ship of death. Reagan's
greatest strength was that the poor
senile bastard was always too dumb
to understand the swill his handlers
made him get up an spew every so
often. Like the fine Irish actor he was
he could make it sound believable
because he never had any reason to
doubt it. Bush on the other hand was
just smart enough to realize that be
couldn't trust his people but was too
dumb to do anything by himself.
Clinton on the other extreme is too
smart for his own sanity. He under- -
tfh-- - notj parents
by only
Cornflakes.
Sae tklnot
stands whats going on too
well and the problem is he
actually cares. I had the
reasonable pleasueof hear-
ing Slick deliver an address
to the nation and it was
such a shock to my ears,
which grew to development
mainly in the ReaganBush
era, actually hear a presi-
dent give a speech in his
own words, using concepts
that he actually under
stands.
Clinton will turn this country around
but it will be ugly because Conserva-
tism in this country has finally hit new
lows. I'm not sure if this is a genetic
lack of intelligence, inbreeding, or
what but whatever it is we've got an
awful lot of swine out there that de-
serve to be stomped, chain-whippe-d,
and put on display for all to see.
rdanyoneseeJimSedlak Wednes-
day night? Have you ever seen a
picture of the pigmy African Warthog
during mating season? You've seen
Jim Sedlak. What arethese people
trying to tell us? That it's okay to be
genucally mean dumb and to wallow
around in the swilL kick your feet up
and tell us that God is good, abortion
is bad, and America was much better
off in the past These people would
Ulceus toretum tothe50'sforchrissake
and I'm not talking about the 1950's
here folks.
You know whatl would liketo find?
A Pro-lif- e liquor store. I was bom,
one day late, on September 26, 1972.
So by my calculations I was con-
ceived on Christmas Day, 1971. Now
if life begins at conception as these
people maintain then I turned 21 ex-
actly two months ago Thursday. .
.And I want my whiskey NOW. Think
about it If a woman who was one
rnonmpregnam wanted togotoFrance
she'dhavetoget two passports one
for her and one for the small mass of
continued on page 9, col. 5
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
With the election ofa new SGA
wnat are some concerns you would like the new board to be made
:afR1 1 1 r
'lBrooke Watts, Sr: "The smokingpolicy, I have a lot of concern withthat since I have asthma. I would liketo know more about S.GA. funds,where they come from and how they
use them."
Letters
Don't compare The Men of Harambee
to clubs and sections at the College
It is true that clubs and sections
have been under fire from the rest of
the campus community. Denying
that problems exist with the current
pledging system, orattempting to jus-
tify them, is not the purpose of this
letter.
The issues which concern the
women of ICC are in response to
Jason Gindele's column printed in
last week's Voice.
First, the Men of Harambee are
.
involved in a completely different
organization than clubs arid sections.
It is not appropriate to offer clubs and
sections an example of an organiza-
tion to which they can never be com-
pared. ICC, ISC, and Harambee are
all chartered by Campus Council.
However, clubs and sections not only
have a different inner organization,
they also have different objectives
than Harambee.
In his column, Mr. Gindele sug-
gested that if they want to survive on
this campus, clubs and sections
"should learn to be more selective
before handing out bids." Clubs and
Barbie Thompson, Sr "Since i run
backsetting a field house. For other
sports, having to work-o- ut indoors
while basketball is going on is a prob-
lem. If we had a field house, some of
the problem might be alleviated."
sections have been criticized time and
time again for that very quality, being
selective. In fact, that was one of the
concerns ofboth the faculty and Cam-
pus Council when reviewing clubs
and sections.
In addition to this, Mr. Gindele also
made speculations about pledging.
Clubs do not use the two weeks of
pledging to "scrutinize the dedication
of the prospectives," nor do we need
to "reassure" ourselves that we chose
quality people. The purpose ofpledg-
ing is not only to get to know indi-
viduals, it is also a time of education
about the club as a whole.
Finally, as Mr. Gindele predicted,
clubs and sections are working with
Campus Council to develop an alter-
native initiation process which would
be a compromise between all parties
involved. However, perhaps Mr.
Gindele needs to probe the issues a
little deeper before offering help to
clubs and sections.
THE WOMEN OF ICC
(INTER-CLU- B COUNCIL)
NOTE: The Voice encourages all typed, double-space-d
letters to the editor which do not exceed 300 words.
Letters must contain the writer's full name and tele-
phone number in order to be considered forpublica-
tion. Letter's must be received by 5pm. on Tuesdayfor
Friday's publication. The Voice staffreserves the right
to hold or edit any letter which it receives.
Opinions expressed herein are notnecessarily those ofthe
student body, faculty, administration, or ofthe Voice staff.
Bylined pieces reflect the opinions ofthe writers.
Cabinet and Campus Council Representatives,
Mark Soils, Soph. "The issue of
Greek and Non-Gree- k bashing, be-
cause that's not needed. I'd like them
to look into more clubs that deal with
more of the campus."
Getting lost in a German
dream and ending up with
an old friend's new Mioiff
I had a strange dream last
night In the dream, I com-
pletely lost any and all abil-
ity Humourto tell time. I was con
tinuously forced to ask,
"What time is it?" Every otherperson
in my dream would respond to this
question in one of three ways. A: by
pointing at a clock; B: showing me
their watch, or C by saying, "I'm not
from Germany." Later in the dream,
some of the people who said the thing
about Germany would follow it up by
handing me a bowl of sour kraut and
saying, "See? good kraut, damn good
kraut"
At first, I didn't know how to re-
spond to this dream, so I called an old
friend in North Carolina for some
advice. He didn't know what to say
about the dream, but he said he give
me some advice. I asked him what it
was.
"Well," he said, "I year ago, I was
kind of in a ruL I'd been living rather
hedonistically and drinking a lot of
really bad wine and doing too many
drugs. I decided, all at once, that I
needed something else in my life. I
needed a purpose. First I tried, writ-
ing. I had a few good beginnings to
the story but about three pages into
thebookmycharactersalwaysseemed
to decide to go to a oar and drink. I
would drink with them, and eventu-
ally, we'd all give upon the story.
Then I tried pain ting. That was going
splendidly, but I realized that I liked
painting more when I was drunk oron
drugs. It was unfortunately only while
working on my seventy-fift- h painting
that I realized that I hadn'tbeen using
any paint, just water. This is when I
gave religion a second chance.
Compiled by ALF THOMPSON, Public Opinion Editor
Photos by TAKO PLATE
Sondra Santoni, Sr.: "I think they
should look into getting more minor-
ity faculty for wider education of the
diverse campus community at the
college."
"I quit drinking and
started reading about reli-
gion.Columnist j Eventually, I gotbored and started drinking,
unfortunately I wasn't
bored enough andlkeptreading. That
was when I discovered Joseph Smith
who founded the Morman Church.
The way he founded it was something
like this: he found these gold plates
buried in a hill in western New York
in the mid 1800's. He translated them
and based his religion on them. I'm
not kidding. Later, he formed a mili
tia and wore a snazzy uenerais uni-
form, decided that it was good to have
more than one wife, and was eventu-
ally killed-- along with his brother- - by
a crazed mob. If that's not a kick ass
way to found a religion, I don't know
what is."
"So I became a Morman and quit
drinking, but started again after de-
ckling to celebrate my decision with a
good solid week ofdebauchery. Dur-
ing this week, I tried hard to practice
my new beliefs. That may have been
unwise. When I woke up at the end of
the week in Dubuque I had not only a
massive hangover, but twelve wives.
I tried to live with it but having twelve
wives drove me to drink. Sol stopped
being a Morman, Idivorced my wives.
Now I drink because I'm lonely." My
old friend stopped talking. Later, he
told me that he had now started a
religion. He had, it seemed, unearthed
a cache of writings dating back to
1979. He had made them his new
bible. Most of it consisted ofrules for
drinking games and the numbers of
good all night restaurants in thegreater
Asheville area. I'm glad he finally
bypassed the middle man.
aware of?
Not pictured:
Marc DeBree, Sr: "I hope the new.
cabinet willmake students moreaware
of issues going on around campus and
of the services that S.GA. provides."
Marguerite Johnston, Soph.: "Asa
Sophomore at the College ofWooster,
I would hope that the new boards of
S.G.A. and Campus Council would
attempt to build a closer relationship
with the student body and their activi-
ties.
Charles Bias, Soph- - "I hope that
they address the issue of money allo-
cation and publicize some of what
S.G.A. does. Getting more people
outside of S.G.A. to attend general
meetings so that they could no what's
going on."
'I'm not suggesting
some terrible chain of
events that overturning
f Roe v: Wade would
.n-arr- ut cne.jiA
set m motion,7
continued from page 8 - .
cells currently renting space in her
abdomen. Now with all these high
tech gizmos you could probably fig-
ure out sex but trying to fill out the
hair, eye color, height weight and
occupation sections might be diff-
icult I'm not suggesting some terrible
chain ofevents that overturning Roe
v. Wade would set in motion rather
that Pro-Life-'s case of "life begins at
conception" is in fact not a part ofour
cultural or religious heritage.
But I wouldn't want to tell that to
oneof the bombs and Jesus crowd that
make up Operation Resuce. How
come when religious fanatics blow
shit up in Germany or Israel it's called
"terrorism" but when that half mad
gang of conservative waterheads,
Nazis, and Jesus freaks bomb abor-
tion clinics it's called a "demonstra-
tion?"
Likel said there are some things 111
never understand. But then who would
want to and I feel that fine buzz dying
down like the embers after a brilliant
flame.
It's 1:49 am. on Thursday night
and my Junior LS. lies quietly on the
desk beside me inspiring more guilt
than a Boston priest on Ash Wednes-
day. But mother's little helper is in
my desk drawer and I know that eight
ot nine hours cranked up on cheap
speed and blasting the AUmam'sIve
at the Fillmore Eastvri& bring gradu-
ation that much closer to being a real-
istic goaL
The reighbonsonietimes complain
about the noise but I know God loves --
me, Jim Sedlak told me so.
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Summary of College
Judicial Board cases
adjudicated during
Semester II, 1991-9- 2
and Semester 1, 1992-9-3
April 1, 1992
April 8. 1992
The accused allegedly made
several phone calls to another
student. The phone calls con-
tained abusive and obscene
language.
The accused allegedly made
several phone calls which con-
tained obscene and abusive
language to another student
on campus.
1) Section I, Part B, The College
expects that in all relationships with
each other, students will be guided by
a mutual concern for each other's feel-
ings, integrity and need to live in an
envTronrnent conducive to an academic
environment''
2) Section DC Individuals are ex-
pected to respect the integrity of oth-
ers. As an educational community,
the College is committed to respon-
sible behavior which gives evidence
of individuals having considered the
ethical and social consequences of
actions for oneself and for others."
Section DC, Part A: "Because the Col-le- ge
places a high value on the sanctity
of the individual, it will not tolerate
behavior which in any way under-min- es
the emotional, physical or ethi-
cal integrity of any member of its
community. Such proscribed behav-
ior includes but it is not limited to
harassment, imimidation, threats and
Section DC, Part C2: "Assaults of a
psychological nature such as lan-
guage that is deemed to be verbally
abusive."
1) Section L Part B: "The College
expects that in all relationships with
each other, students will be guided by
a mutual concern for each other's feel-
ings, integrity and need to live in an
environment conducive to anacademic
environment,"
2) Section DC: "Individuals are ex-
pected to respect the integrity of oth-
ers. As an educational community,
the College is committed to respon-
sible behavior which gives evidence
of individuals having considered the
ethical and social consequences of
actions for oneself and for others."
Section DC, Part A: "Because the Col-legeplacesa- high
value on thesancitity
O Any memberof the campus community may bring charges against a student member
of the community by contacting the Chairperson of the Judicial Board or through a
member of the Dean of Students' staff.
O A member of the Residence Hall Staff, Dean's Staff, Faculty, other staffor students
may bring a case of suspected violation of the Codes of Social Responsibility or
Academic Integrity to the attention of the Judicial Board Chair. Any individual who is
alleged to have-violate- d either of the Codes is notified of the charges being brought
against them. Students can choose the option of having the case resolved and a sanction
imposed by the Hearing Officer. The Hearing Officer reserves the right to refuse a case
and refer it back to the Judicial Board foradjudication. Appeals ofHearing Officer cases
are heard by the Dean of Students and addresses cases involving the Code of Social
Responsibiity. Appeals of Judicial Board or Dean's Hearing Board cases are heard by
the President of the College.
Judicial Board
Judicial Board
continued on page 11
Information released by Campus Council
INCIDENT ALLEGED CODE
HEARING DATE: DESCRIPTION: VIOLATION(S): HEARING TYPE: HEARING OUTCOME: SANCTION(S):
February 27. 1992 The accused allegedly did not l)SecticnXV.PartD.2"If Sarctionis Judicial Board 1) Section XV, Part DJ2: The 1) The accused was required to con-fulf- ill
terms of the sanctions vwlated the individual shall be subject Board accepted the accused's tact and schedule an appointment to
imposed by a previous Board, to a rehearsing by the same judicial plea of guilty. meet with Sandy StebJy of Wayne
body which previously heard thecase." County Alcoholism Services.
1) Section L Part B: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of
not guil tyand found him guilty.
2) Section DC, Part A: The
Board rejected the accused's
plea of not guilty and found
him guilty.
3) Section DC, Part C2: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of guilty.
1) Section L Part B: The Board
rejected the accused's plea ofnot
guilty and found him guilty.
2) Section DC.Part A: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of not
guilty and found him guilty.
3) Section DC, Part C2: The
Bcenl rejected the accused's plea
2) The accused was also placed on
Conduct Probation for the remainder
of the academic year.
1) The accused was required to de-
livera written apology to the recipient
of this abusive language in which he
was to state that he understood the
serious nature of his actions and that
he regretted the impact that the lan-
guage had onher. Prior to sending the
apology the accused was to have the
letter approved by Dr. Gary Gillund
in the Psychology Department.
2) The accused was required to write
a 1500 word (4--5 page) research pa-
per that explored the manner in wruch
sexual harassment affects women.
The accused was required to meet
with Lisa Coleman by 4892 to dis-
cuss the nature of the assignment and
to formulate specific directions for
the preparation of the paper. The
paper was due within two weeks.
1) The accused was to send a written
apology to the recipient of the abu-
sive language. . Prior to sending the
apology the accused was required to
have the letter reviewed by Gary
Gillund of the Psychology Depart-
ment.
2) Theaccused was required to watch
the video "Harassment on Campus,''
amdwrotea 1500 (4--5 page) research
paper that explored the subject matter
presented in the video.
3) The accused was tocontactDwayne
Davis, Director of Residential Life,
within one week to coordinate an
assessment of his alcohol use with
Wayne County Alcohol Services. The
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INCIDENT ALLEGED CODEHEARING DATE; DESCRIPTION: VIOLATIONS): HEARING TYPE; HEARING OUTCOME: SANCTION(S):
continued from page 9
April 13, 1992
April 15, 1992
April 23. 1992
The accused allegedly made
several phonecalls which con-
tained obscene and abusive
language to another student
on campus
The accused allegedly had a
physical and verbal
altercation with three other
students in which he pushed
and threatened them. '
The accused allegedly placed
another stixfcrjt's meal sticker
on the back ofhis student LD.
arid tried to gain entry into the
dining halL After the LD. was
taken, the accused allegedly
entered the dining haQ without
paying.
.
of the individual, it will not tolerate
behavior which in any way under-
mines the emotional, physical or ethi-
cal integrity of any member of its
community. Such proscribed behav-
ior includes but it is not limited to
harassment, intimidation, threats and
C2 "Assaults of a psychological na-
ture such as language that is deemed
to be verbally abusive."
1) Section I, Part B: "The College
expects that in all relationships with
each other, students will be guided
by a mutual concern for each other's
feelings, integrity and need to live in
an environment conducive to an aca-
demic environment''
2) Section DC: "Individuals are ex-
pected to respect the integrity ofoth-
ers. As an educational community,
the College is committed to respon-
sible behavior which gives evidence
of individuals having considered the
ethical and social consequences of
actions for onself and others."
Section DC, Part A: "Because the
College places a high value on the
sanctity of the individual, it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way
undermines the emotional, physical
orethical integrity ofany memberof
its community. Such proscribed be-
havior includes, but is not limited to
harassment, intimidation, threats, and
Section DC, Part C2: "Assaults of a
psychological nature such as lan-
guage that is deemed to be abusive."
1) Section L Part A: The College
expects that integrity and self-respe- ct
will be demonstrated by one's own
commitment to responsible personal
behavior--
."
2) Section I, Part B: "The College
expects that in all relationships
witheach other, students will be guided
by a mutual concern for each other's
feelings, integrity and need to live in
an environment conducive to an aca-
demic environment."
3) Section DC, Part A: "Because the
College places a high value on the
sanctity of the individual, it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way
undermines the emotional, physical or
ethical integrity of any member of its
community. Such proscribed behav-
ior includes but is not limited to ha-
rassment hTfirniftation, threats and the
use of physical force.
1) Section I, Part A: "The College
expects that integrity and self-respe- ct
will be demonstrated by one's own
commitment to responsible personal
behavior."
ofnotguilty andfoundhim guilty, accused was also required to partici-
pate in counseling, if deemed appnK
priate.
4)TheaccusedwasonReobntedDisO
cjplinary Probation through the end
of Semester 1, 1992-9- 3.
v..
.t is. .
Judicial Board 1) Section 1, Part B: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of
guilty.
2) Section rX.Part A-Th-e Board
accepted the accused's plea of
guilty.
3) Section DC, Part C2: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of guilty.
Judicial Board 1) Section I, Part A: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of
innocent and found him guilty.
2) Section I, Part B: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of
innocent and found him guilty.
3) Section DC, Part A: The
Board rejected theaccused's plea
ofinnocentand found him guilty.
Dean'sHearingBoard 1) Section I, Part A: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of
guilty.
1) The accused was placed on Con-
duct Probation through the end of
Semester I, of the 1992-- 3 academic '
year.
2) The accused's was to send a writ-
ten apology to the recipient of abu-
sive language. It was imperative
that the letter be reviewed by Beth
Whiteman prior to delivery.
3) The accused was required to par-
ticipate in an assessment regarding
his alcohol use and its effects on his
behavior and follow through on any
recommendations that may have
been waived, because the accused
has voluntarily entered this process.
Counselors will notify the Dean of
Students when counseling is termi-
nated.
4) The Board recommended several
articles and books that the accused
could review as he explored the
views of women.
1) The accused was to writea letter of
apology to each ofthe three accusers.
These letters were to be reviewed by
Sherrie Claybome, the Judicial Board
chair, prior to their mailing.
- 2) The accused was placed on Re-
corded Disciplinary Probation with-
out the loss of any privileges. This
sanction was effective until the end of
the semester ofthe 1 992-9- 3 academic
year.
3) The accused was required to make
an appointment with college coun-
selor Marilyn Kershaw, or a coun-
selor ofhis choice to discuss the issue
changer management The counsel-
ing relationship was to continue
through semester I of the 1992-9- 3
academic yearoruntil otherwise stipu-
lated by the counselor.
1) The accused was required to pay
CmnilI)thearnountofthebillthatwas
charged to the invalid meal LD.
2) Section VH: The Board ac-- 2) The accused was to serve 30 hours
cepted the accused's plea of of community service by working
guilty. with Food service in Lowry Center
Dining Facilities.
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INCIDENT ALLEGED CODE
HEARING DATE; DESCRIPTION: VIOLATION(S); HEARING TYPE: HEARING OUTCOME: SANCTION(S);
continued from page 11
April 29. 1992
May 7. 1992
May 20. 1992
Two students allegedly stole a
large number of copies of The
Voice.
The accused allegedly stole,
forged and cashed four checks
which belonged to his
'
The accussed allegedly made
a statement, in wtuch he used
racial epithets to refer to a
group of black students who
were performing in a lip sync
contest
2) Section VII: Theft of personal or
College property violates the spirit
and letter of the Code. Theft includes
but is not limited to the following:
Theft from any College office or
Service Building, including dining
halls--
."
1) Section I, Part A: "The College
expects that integrity and self-respe- ct
will be demonstrated by one's own
commitment to responsible personal
behavior"
2) Section L PartC "The College also
expects that students will regard the
property of the college as an asset in
which they have a vested interest and
that any differences of opinion among
various elements of the community
will be dealt with through recognized
channels and not become a matter of
threat to or actual abuse of College
property or in any other way interfere
with its normal functioning."
3) Section VII: "Theft ofpersonal or
College property violates both the spirit
and the letter of the Code. Theft
includes, but is not limited to the fol-
lowing: theft from any College of-
fice or Service Building; theft ofbooks,
equipment orpersonal belongings from
Lowry Center"
1) Section Vlt "Theft of personal
property violates both the spirit and
letter of the Code. Theft includes, but
is not limited to the following: theft
from any room in a residential
unit andbr from individuals."
1) Section L Part A: "The College
expects that integrity and self-respe- ct
will be demonstrated by one's own
commitment to responsible personal
behavior."
Dean's Hearing Board
Dean's Hearing Board
Dean's Hearing Board
continued on page 13
1) Section I, Part A: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of
not guilty.
2) Section L PartC The Board
accepted the accused's plea of
not guilty.
3) Section VII: the Board ac-
cepts the accused's plea of not
guilty.
1) Section VII: The Board ac-
cepted the accused's plea of
guilty.
1) Section L Part A: The Ac-
cused entered no plea. The Board
found the accused not guilty.
2) Section I, Part B: The ac-
cused entered noplea The Board
found the accused guilty.
No sanctions
1) The accused was suspended from
the College for the Fall Semester of
the 1992-9- 3 academic year.
2) The accused was required to pay
restitution of all funds due to the
College, including all charges for the
bad checks.
3) The accused was to participate in
discussions with a certified, licensed
counselor, preferably a person who
has expertise in or an understanding
of the criminal justice system. A
statement from the counselor attest-in- g
to the student's readiness to return
to the College environment must be
submitted with any application for re-admis- sion.
4) The accused was to research the
act of forgery by talking with an indi-
vidual or individuals who are cur-
rently employed in the criminal jus-
tice system, such as a probation offi-
cer, prosecuting attorney, judge or
faculty member in a criminology de-
partment of a university.
5) If trie accused is re-admit- ted to the
College, he will be on Recorded Dis-
ciplinary Probation during the first
semester in which he is a registered
student During the term of this pro-barJ-on,
trie accused is not permitted to
participate in activites scheduled or
sponsored by the Phi Omega Sigma
Section.
I) The accused was required to write
and send letters of apology to Delta
Phi Alpha and the Men ofHarambee
for having used a racial epithet The
letters were to be reviewed by Eileen
Morrow, Assistant Dean of Students
for Black Student Affairs, before they
were sent. The letters were to be sent
by September 15, 1992.
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INCIDENT ALLEGED CODE
HEARING DATE: DESCRIPTION: VIOLATION(S): HEARING TYPE: HEARING OUTCOME: SANCTION(S):
September 22, 1992
October 17. 1992
The accused allegedly made
sexually harassing statements
to a female employee and
made an inappropriate ges-
ture while making additional
statements.
The accused allegedly physi-
cally assaulted a student caus-
ing damage to his eye.
continued from page 12
2) Section I, Part B: The College
expects that in all relationships with
each other, students will be guided by
a mutual concern for each other's
feelings, integrity and need to live in
an environment conducive to aca-
demic achievement."
3) Section rV,PartA.land2B: "The
statutes of the Ohio State Law pro-
hibit consumption of alcoholic bev-
erages by person under 21 years of
age. Behavior judged to be disrup-
tive or irresponsible while using al-
cohol is considered a violation of the
Code of Social Responsibility."
4) Section DC, Part A, B.6 and CJ2:
"Individuals are expected to respect
the integrity of others. As an educa-
tional community, theCollege is corn-min- ed
to responsible behavior which
gives evidence of individuals having
considered the ethical and social con-
sequences of actions for oneself and
for others."
1) Section I, Part A; "The college
expects that integrity and self-respe- ct
will be demonstrated by one's own
commitment to responsible personal
behavior..."
2) Section I, Part B: "The College
believes that such concern requires
sensitivity and a sense of responsibil-
ity in all relationships within the com-
munity.
3) Section DC, Part A: "Because the
College places a high value on the
sanctity of the individual, it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way
undermines the emotional, ... ethical
integrity of any member of its com-
munity. Such proscribed behavior
includes but is not limited to harass-
ment..."
4) Section DC, Part C.1: "Sexual
harassment is antithetical to the
values of an academic institution,
and the College will not tolerate such
acts. There is a range of such behav-
ior which includes but is not limited
to: harassment such as language
that is deemed to be verbally
1) Section L Part B: "The College
expects that in all relationships with
each other, students will be guided by
a mutual concern for each other's
feelings, integrity and need to live in
an environment conducive to aca-
demic achievement. The College
believes that such concern requires
sensitivity and a sense of responsibil-
ity in all relationships within the com-
munity."
2) Section DC, Part A: "Because the
College places a high value on the
sanctity of the individual, it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way
undermnines the emotional, physi-
cal... integrity of any member of its
community. Such proscribed behav-
ior includes but is not limited to. the
use of physical force."
Dean's Hearing Board
Judicial Board
continued on page 14
3) Section rV,PartA.land2.B:
The Board accepted the
accused's plea of not guilty.
4) Section IX, Part A: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of not guilty.
5) Section IX, Part B.6: The
accused entered no plea. The
Board found the accused guilty.
6) Section IX, Part CJ2: The
Board rejec ted theaccused's plea
of not guilty and found him
guilty.
1) Section I, Part A: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of
guilty.
2) Section I, Part B: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of no
contest and found him guilty.
3) Section IX, Part A: The
Board rejected the accused' splea
of not guilty and --found him
guilty; '
4) Section DC, Part CI: The
Board rejected theaccused's plea
of not guilty and found him
guilty.
1) Sectionl.PartB: TheJudicial
Board rejec ted theaccused's plea
of not guilty and found him
guilty.
2) Section DC, Part The Board
rejected the accused's plea of
not guilty and found him guilty.
2) The accused was to write a 7 to 10
page paper focusing on racial ten-
sions at theCollege. The paper should
include a reflection the historical
events surrounding the Galpin take-
over, its impact on campus attitudes
and behaviors, and suggested steps or
pro-acti- ve measures to be taken by
the accused and the College toreduce
racial tensions. The accused was '
required to meet with Ken
Plusquellec. Dwayne Davis, and
Marylin Kershaw to gain insight into
the meaning of the take-ov- er and the
effect of racial incidents on the Black
student community. The paper was
due by October 15, 1992.
1) The accused was required to make
an appointment within forty-eig- ht
hours with Marilyn Kershaw in the
Counseling Center to discuss the na-
ture of the incident and his own atti-
tudes and perceptions surrounding
sexual harassment Further appoint-
ments might be deemed necessary.
2) The accused was required to
mil a formal letter ofapology within
five days to the recipient of the abu-
sive language.
3) The accused was required to dis-
cuss issues surrounding sexual ha-
rassment with Deb Hilty, and to dis-
cuss this conversation with Marilyn
Kershaw by December 1, 1992.
1) The accused was required to pay
restitution of any medical bills, not
covered by insurance. Injuries cov-
ered are only those directly related to
the injury of the victim's eye which
are accrued through Semester n, 1993.
Restitution does not include cover-
age forcounseling orother expenses.
2) The accused was placed on Re-
corded Disciplinary Probation
through the end of Semester n, 1993.
He was also forbidden to enter
Armington Hall until the end of this
probationary period.
3) The accused was placed on Con-
duct Probation through the end of
Semester n, 1993-9- 4.
4) The accused was told not to come
into contact with the victim or any of
the individuals related to th is hearing.
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INCIDENT ALLEGED CODE
HEARING DATE: DESCRIPTION: VIOLATION(S): HEARING TYPE; HEARING OUTCOME; SANCTION(S);
continued from page 13
November 23. 1992
November 23. 1992
November 23. 1992
November 23, 1992
December 11. 1992
The accused allegedly stole a
license plate from theaccuser's
caras partofa scavenger hunt
The accused allegedly stole a
license plate from the
accuser's car as part ofa scav-
enger hunt.
The accused allegedly stole a
license plate from the
accuser's car as part ofa scav-
enger hunt.
The accused allegedly stole a
license plate from the
accuser's caras part ofa scav-
enger bunt.
The accused allegedly used,
distributed, andor sold mari-jua- sa
in his residence ball
room.
1) Section L Part B: The college
expects that in all relationships with
each other, students will be guided by
a mutual concern for each other's feet
ings and integrity The College
believes that such concern requires
sensitivity and a sense of responsibil-
ity in all relationships within the com-
munity."
2) Section VII; Theft of personal
property violates both the spirit and
the letter of the Code Theft in-
cludes, but is not limited to theft from
individuals."
3) Section DC, Part A: "Individuals are
expected to respect the integrity of
others. As an educational community,
the College is committed to respon-
sible behavior which gives evidence
of individuals having considered the
ethical and social consequences of
actions for oneself and for others.
Consequently, any act of
harassmentis a violation of the Code
of Social REsponsibility- -. Because
the College places a high value on
sanctity of the individual, it win not
tolerate behavior which in any way
undermines the emotional integrity of
any member of its community. Such
proscribedlxravior includes bat isnot
limited to Tc u avu ient "
1) Section L Part B
2) Section VII
3) Section DC, Part A
1) Section I, Part B
2) Section VH
3) Section DC, Part A
1) Section L Part B
2) Section VII
3) Section DC, Part A
1) Section IV, Part B: "Both federal
and Ohio laws prohibit the use, or
pogarmcn of naaucinogens,
and sale or offering for sale
Dean's Hearing Board
Dean's Hearing Board
Dean's Hearing Board
Dean's Hearing Board
Dean's Hearing Board
coHtuutdonpagtJS
1) Section L Part B: The Board
rejected the accused's pleaofno
contest and found her guilty.
2) Section VIL The Board re-
jected the accused's plea of not
guilty and found her guilty.
3) Section DC, Part A: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of not guilty.
1) Section L Part B: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of
not guilty.
2) Section VH The Board ac-
cepted the accused's plea of not
guilty.
3) Section DC, Part A: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of not guilty.
1) Section L Part B: The Board
rejected the accused's plea of
not guilty and found him guilty.
2) Section VII; The Board ac-
cepted the accused's plea of
guilty.
3) Section DC: Part A: The
Beard rejected theaccused'splea
of no contest and found him not
guilty.
1) Section L Part B: The Board
rejected the accused's plea ofno
contest and found him guilty.
2) Section VIL-- The Board re-
jected the accused's plea of not
guilty and found him guilty.
3) Section DC, Part A: The
Board accepted the accused's,
plea of not guilty.
I) Section IV. Part B: The
Board accepted the accused's
plea of guilty for use ofdrugs.
The Board rejected the
accused's plea of bo con test
including, but not limited to: writing,
calling, talking to or having others
contact these individuals for him.
1) The accused was required to pay
one-thi-rd of the expenses that the
accuser incurred as a result of this
incident.
2) The accused was required to write
a letter of apology to the accuser.
3) The accused was placed on Re-
corded Disciplinary Probation until
the end of the 1992-9- 3 academic year.
No sanctions
1) The accused was required to pay
one-thi-rd of the expenses that the
accuser incurred as a result of this
incident.
2) The accused was required to write
an individual letter of apology to the
accuser.
3) The accused was placed on Re-
corded Disciplinary Probation until
theendof the 1992-9- 3 academic year.
1) The accused was required to pay
one-thi-rd of the expenses that the
accuser incurred as a result of this
incident
2) The accused was required to write
a letter ofapology to the accuser.
3) The accused was pbced on Re-
corded Disciplinary Probation until
the endof the 1992-9- 3 academic year.
1) The accused was scspended from
the College for Semester II of the
1992-9- 3 academic year.
2) The accused was to seek profes-
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INCIDENT ALLEGED CODE :
HEARING DATE: DESCRIPTION; VIOLATION(S): HEARING TYPE; HEARING OUTCOME: SANCTION(S); - -
continuedfrom page 14 ; r..
Summary of cases addressed by the
Residential Life Staff during Semester n,
1991-9- 2 and Semester 1, 1992-9- 3
Semester n, 1991-9- 2
VIOLATION TYPE
Alcohol
Alcohol & disruptive behavior
Alcohol & noise inappropriate behavior
Audio Equipment
Ilteeal Partv
Noise Violation
Drove Vehicle on Lawn
Telephone Harassment
Theft
Semester 1, 1992-9- 3
Alcohol v
Alcohol & Inappropriate behavior
Alcohol: transportation to Hyeeia
(Alcohol: harassment
j Alcohol & previously involved in CAP
j Alcohol; group
"Alcohol; group ,t V , ,(Alcohol; vandalism .
. - -
; Noise - -
Noise & harassment
.wr ww x- - - -- : :--.v
Audio equipment
Impersonating a Security Offker (non-malicio- us)
Sexual harassment
Failure to complete sanction
Illegal entry into dining hall
Driving on campus while intoxicated " r J"
Misuse of fire eauipment
Theft of library reference materials -
Possession of illeeal knife
Harassment '
:
'r. ' -
NUMBER AND LEVEL
OF VIOLATIONS OUTCOME
1ST,
14
1
I
4
I
1
19
1
1
2
2
1
11
1
9
X
i
x.
i ."
f:-:-- T
4. - C
, i
2ND 3RD
2
2
3
-- ?
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket
for sale or offering for sale, find-
ing him guilty.
sional counseling with certified and
licensed drug and alcohol counselor
during the period of his suspension.
A letter from the counselor attesting
to the student's readiness to return to
the College must be submitted with"
any application for re-admiss- ion. -
3) If the accused is readmitted to the
College, he would be on Conduct
Probation from the time he entered
throughtheendofoneacademicyear.
4) Professional counseling with a
certified licensed counselor will con-
tinue upon the accused's return to the
College, through the end of the Con-du- ct
Probation period, ifappropriate.
The Code of Social Responsibility states that Residential Life Staff
serve as the first level of adjudiacuon for violations of the Code. In
addition, the Dean's Staff is able to assume responsibility for address-
ing violations of the Code (p. 63 of The Scot's Key).
Cases below which were referred to the third level of adjudication
are summarized with other judicial cases.
Information released by Residential Life Staff
Spoke with ResidenceDirector and received letter from Director of Residential Life
Referred to Chemical Awareness Program
Meeting with Director of Residential Life and S hrs. community service
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket . '. .
Meeting with rrecjtorfItcsidftial UfeJ v " ' " -
Loss of lounge privileges until after, Spring Break & sponsor a CAP for Section
5 hrs. service for each member loss ofparry rjivilqees until 418 & CAP;, ..J, , , ,x rt10 hrs. community service, loss of lounge privileges & CAP . " ,
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket ...
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket and received letter from Director of Residential Life
Spoke with staff member -- . - -
1 Spoke with Residence Director, received letter from Director of Residential Life.
1 Meeting with Director of Residential Life .
Meeting with Director of Residential Life
Payment of repairs, letter of apology to Grounds Crew, and S hours community service
Referred to 3rd level of adjudication
10 hrs. community service
Payment for meals eaten, 25 hrs community service in a "soup kitchen" & letters of apology to Food : ; : ; :
Service & Key & LD. staff - , w
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket , t,
' yyA
Meeting with Director of Residential Life, agreed to participate in alcohol counseling , v
Meeting with Director ofResidential Life, removal from Chemical Free Suite -
.
Spoke with RA and Residence Director v 4
Referred to CAP " .
Letter of anologv. referred to CAP, and 5 hrs. community service
$50 fine, $10 refill cost and pay cleaningcost - - - -
Loss of lounge privileges and Housing probation , ..
Completed alcohol education program, community service, temporary loss of party privileges .w:.v- -
Pavment for damages and attend CAPt , , , .,.
Sooke with staff member who issued ticket -
, Meeting with Director of Residential Life, required to move out of auiet program ,
. Spoke with Residence Director, received letter from Director of Residential Life
. neuuireu to move , .. . .,,,,., ,,: , .-- .::.:: . .......
Spoke with staff member whb issued ticket, meeting with Director of Residential Life, CAP
Spoke with staff member who issued ticket '
Spoke with staff member and Director ofResidential Life, on probation for quiet program .. ,
$10 fine and letter ' ,
Letter of apology to Security T . -
Mediated at complaintant's request, counseling regarding alcohol use
Mediated at complaintant's reauest. reauired counseling until counselor gives release w .
Increased communitY service from 10-1- 5 hours
Meeting with Director of Residential Life, Conduct Probation, 20 hrs. community service . .
Meeting with Director of Residential Life
; Meeting wim DirectOT of Resident
f service '4 ' --,;.'v rllzztxtf
Meeting with Director of Residential Life, pay 12 of $50 refill fine, 5 hrs community service
Conduct Probation. 5 hrs. community service and research projects ; w&m
Meeting with Director of Residential Life, removed knife from campus ''"
Mediated at students' request ;
...'.'.p;KrVtVr.,4&Y,'s
.yvs.:'s?j.
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Friday, Feb. 26
Happy Hour in the Underground
with a new twist-- Any student and
faculty member who come to-
gether will recieve their first drink
FREE!! Limit ofone faculty mem-
ber per-pers- on and vice-ver- sa (no
cheating). 5 pm.- - 6:45 pm.
Mom's Trucks top, 9 pm.-- 1 1 pm.
Student Spotlight Showcase:
Evening at the Improv
(Times lots are available for per-
formers who want to show their
stuff! Sign up at the Lowry Front
Desk)
Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes 9
pm. -- 11 pm. --Win Free Games!
Saturday, Feb. 27
7:30 pm. and 10 pm. Mateer, SI
Film: I'm Gonna Git You Sucka
(Keenan Ivory Wayans brings his
sharp wit and outrageous humor
to this fresh satiric parody of the
70's black exploitation films)
Karaoke Night in the Under-
ground!! Be a Star! Sing your
favorketunesUft30rii0anL .
$50
'Enjoy Moonlight Bowling at Scot
Lanes! Free shoe rental 11pm.-12:3- 0
am.
Sunday, Feb. 28
Bowling League 7 pm., Scot
Lanes
7:30 pm. -- Mateer- FREE!
Classic Film: The Long Walk
Home (A proper southern house-
wife (Sissy spacek) and her quiet
unassuming maid (Whoppi
Goldberg) take acourageous stand
against racism, oppression and
ignorance during the Montgom-
ery. Alabama bus boycott)
Wednesday, March 3
Video Night, The Underground,
S.50.
8 pm. --Airplane! (It's a classic!
Starring Robert Hays. Julie
Hagerty, Kareera Abdul-Jabbe- r,
Lloyd Bridges, Peter Graves, and
Leslie Nielsen)
10 pm. --Airplane II; The Sequel
(Just when you thought it was safe
lo fly the skies again!)
Friday, March 5
Clothing Sale-Peruvi- an Trading
Company, 10am.-7pm- ., Lowry
Center Lounge
Meed a live band?
Contact
The Two Timers
Wo osier's 1 rock band
: ext3135
Texaco-Metropolit- an Opera
Saturday broadcast
to be heard around
North America
JEREMIAH JENNE
Chief Staff Writer
Texaco-Metropolit-an Opera's live
Saturday radio broadcast will bring
the music of Mascagni's Cavalleria
FusticanaaivlLtxxKavalloPagliacti
to WCWS this Saturday afternoon at
1:30 pjn.
The opera will feature such es-
teemed performers as Nello Santi,
Aprile Milk), Dolora Zajick, Landed
BartolinL Vladmir Chernov, and also
Jeffrey Wells.
The music tells the story of Canio,
a tragic figure who must play the role
of the clown while his heart is break-
ing. It is a tale of powerful dramatic
realism which begins when a quiet
Easter morning in Sicily culminates
in murder.
In its 53rd consecutive season, the
Texaco-M- et Opera's twenty week
series began December 5 and will run
through April 17.
The broadcasts will be heard
throughout the United States and
Canada. In addition, seventeen of the
operas will be transmitted to thirteen
participating European countries, in--
eluding Russia. ;- --
Texaco's sponsorship of these Sat-
urday afternoon interludes represents
the longest of such partnerships in
broadcast, and is the keystone of a
unique relationship between an
American corporation and a national
cultural institution.
Peter Allen is returning for his 1 8th
season as announcer for the weekly
broadcasts, and Richard Mohr pro--
When does a band stop being
Skynyrd is playing the
JAR in Akron tomorrow
night and I have tickets, i
But I am not bragging so I
much as trying to set the
stage for a dilemma which 1.
has bothered me for some
time now. When does a
band stop being a band?
Where is the line between
replacing members and
moving on and simply
cashing in on nostalgia? Quef Staff
Take Skynyrd for ex-
ample. I've always liked Lynyrd
Skynyrd but the question still re-
mains: who am I going to see tomor-
row night? Ronnie Van Zant, the
lead singer and main songwriter, died
in the 1977 plane crash along with
guitarist S teve Gai nes, who was eas-
ily the best of the four guitarists that
Skynyrd used in the 70s as well as
the best musician the band has ever
had. Allen Collins, who along with
Van Zant penned Skynyrd's immor-
tal Tree Bird," died in the mid-80- s.
And neither the original drummer.
Bob Bums, nor the man who re-
placed him. Animus Pyle, will be
T I
--1
A scene from the Metropolitan Opera's production of Puccini's "La Fandulla del West'1
duces the popular intermission fea-
tures, including Texaco's Opera
Quiz" and other very popular fea-
tures.
Next week, for those of you who
are still around or who listen to public
radio at home, the Texaco-Me- t broad-
cast will feature Puccini'sLaFanciulla
behind the set tomorrow
night.
Which leaves one gui-
tarist, the bass player, and
the keyboardist, as the only
original members still in
Lynyrd Skynyrd with the
exception ofEd King (who
wrote "Sweet Home Ala-
bama") but who quit the
band in 1975 after having
gotten seriously into co-
caineWnier and laterjust as seri
ously into Jesus. To King's
credit he did write a few good tunes
(the other ring"SaturdaNightSpe-ciaT- )
but the New Jersey born and
L.A. raised King never really fit into
the Skynyrd tradition quite as well
as his replacement Gaines.
Replacing Ronnie is his little
brother Johnny (not to be confused
with middle brother Donnie who
handles the vocal chores for 38 Spe-
cial) Van ZanL Johnny looks a little
like his brother and sings a little like
his brother but. . .
So perhaps Johnny can be said to
add some sort ofpsychic continuity.
But Johnny doesn't have one-ten- th
to perform live on WCWS
Del West.
April promises to be an exciting
month as the Texaco- -Met will present
Wagner s complete King cycle in
four consecutive Saturday I
James Levine conducts all four per-
formances, which begin on March 27
with Das Rheingokl, continue on April
a band ... Nostalgia Rock?
his older brother's song writing abil-
ity and that hurts in Skynyrd's at-
tempt to reestablish themselves. The
tunes are strong but the younger Van
Zant's lyrics alternate between
maudlin and the totally inane.
But Skynyrd is not alone. Rock
reincarnation has been alive for a
long time, ever since Elvis realized
he could make a lot of money sing-
ing his greatest hits in the Las Vegas
Grand Hotel Ballroom four nights a
week.
The recent resurrection of Bad
Company is something ofa mystery
tome. What used to be the cutting
edge of 70s hard rock now seems to
have taken over where the (hope-
fully) defunct band Bad English left
off. The Late Eighties gave us the
new and improved Pink Floyd and at
least three or four different versions
ofYes. And it's notjust the geriatric
set either. Last time I checked there
were only three orginal members of
Guns 'N Roses left plus new
keyboardist Dizzy Reed.
Some survive and some don't.
Nobody thought Fink Floyd would
survive when they replaced Floyd
3 with Die Walkure and on April 10
with Siegfried, concluding on April
17 with Gotterdammerung. Principle
roles will be sung by Gwyneth Jones,
Metchthild Gessendorg, Christa
Ludwig, Hei-Kyu-ng Hong, Marie
Plett and many other talented musi-
cians from all over the world.
founder and singersongwriter Syd
Barrett with David Gilmour. The
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Metallica,
Van Halen and the B-5-2s lost key
founding members in the mid-80- s
but both bands recovered and went
on to success after reshuffling their
line-up- s. (Though I'm still one ofthe
those purists who thinks that David
Lee Roth sings rings around Sammy
Hagar.)
But replacing one member in the
prime of a band's career is different
from replacing people, who have
either died or moved on, for the sole
purpose of resurrecting a band and
playing Nostalgia Rock.
Music is an art of the moment.
When the moment is gone it is gone
and it's hard to re-cre- ate itjust like it
was before. Trying to do it with only
half a band is even harder but that is
whatLynyrd Skynyrd is trying toda
It took the Allman Brothers 20
years to get over the death of their
spirutal leader. When I saw Skynyrd
last summer they hadn't quite done
that yet. I hope they figure it out by
Saturday because $20 is expensive
for a covertribute band.
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'This album is good --
so why don't I like it?'
The self--Med
ninth album from
Duron Duron
JEREMIAH JENNE
Chief Staff Writer
They're back, all your favorites --
Simon LeBon, JohnTaylor, and Nick
Rhodes as well as new guitarist War-
ren Cuccurullo (co-foun- der of Miss-
ing Persons and an alumnus ofFrank
Zappa's touring band) and a host of
drummers doing the percussion-by-committ- ee
thing.
It doesn't sound like the old Duran
Duran but then, who would want it to?
With their self-titl-ed ninth album,
Duran Duran has regrouped for a set
ofsongs that is farremoved from their
earlier fare.
For those with some short andor
long term memory still left, Duran
Duran was the premiere New Ro-
mantic band of the early 80s and
ladies and gentlemen that is not a
compliment. They produced some
consistent if insipid soundtracks for
junior high school dances across the
nation before dropping out of sight
beneath a sea of floundering solo
projects.
The new album is definitely a lot,
for lack ofa better word, funkier and
the songs have a new rhythmic sensi-
bility which was not there before.
Duran Duran lias always written great
pop hooks but never with the
danceable intensity that they show
here.
The first song 'Too Much Informa-
tion'' starts off with a funky acoustic
guitarpercussion riff and as deep a
The Aurora University
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American West
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RECORD REVIEW
lyric as you will ever find on a Duran
Duran album. The second track (the
single) Ordinary World is a fluffy,
ethereal piece that will no doubt be
flogged to death in front of the public
by format FM radio and MTV.
"Breath after Breath" is the token
'World Music song which the boys
performed with Brazilian composer
Milton Nascimento. XomeUndone"
is another strong cut with a powerful,
almost dub groove that sounds as
fresh as anything I've heard lately.
This album is good sowhydon't
I like it? Perhaps because, despite my
disdain for their typeof music, the one
thing I remember about the New Ro-
mantics was that they restored a pop
sensibility to a music scene undercut
by punk and pop metal and set the
stage forarevival ofmusic withabeat
AND melody. It wasn't that Duran
Duran was good or even intelligent
but it was new and different and they
did take advantage of MTV and the
trappings of a burgeoning media cul-
ture. Now they area prisoner of their
own creation an era dominated by
sngtedance tracks, and the almighty
Cathode Ray Tube. As Simon LeBon
sings on Too Much Infonriatkm":
'Destroyed by MTV I hate to bite the
hand that feeds me"
What they have produced is good,
butjustasgoodas lOOdifferent bands
trying to get their stuffonto the "MTV
Party to Go" bandwagon and that's
not really what made Duran Duran.
A&E
Possibly 'one of the greatest live
albums our generation has heard'
Van Halen: 'Right
Here, RightNow9
JEREMIAH JENNE
Chief Staff Writer
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
What is the point ofa live album?
WithRightHere.RightNow, Van
Halen's first live disc in the band's
fourteen year career, Eddie & Co.
redefine the way a live album should
be done. Lite the Who's landmark
Live at Leeds, the premiere hard rock
band of the 80s has finally managed to
capture their mammoth live sound.
What was once an excuse for a
greatest hits package or simply a way
to rattle off a cheap album for
moneymaking purposes has, in the
hands of true masters, been revived
into a viable artistic statement. Alive
album should, in theory, give the lis-
tener a sense of the feeling and excite-
ment that comes from a band coming
together and playing with the inten-
sity generated by 15,000-plu-s scream-
ing fans.
Right Here, Right Now incorpo-
rates music from all stages of Van
Halen's career but defies the term
"Greatest Hits Package." With the
old songs taken mainly from Van .
Halen's classic first album and their --;
breakthrough LP 1984, along with
nine cuts off of the quadruple-pla- ti
num 1991 offering For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge Van Halen has
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put together what could be one of the
greatest live albums our generation
has heard.
As usual, Eddie Van Halen's
fretboard pyrotechnics illuminate the
hooks and powerful riffs that pro-
pelled Van Halen to the top of the hard
rock world. The biggest problem is
that after 14 years ofbeing theWorld's
Greatest Guitarist the challenge of
having to outdo himself and his leg-
end each time around looms larger.
There's nothing new here as far as
guitar wizardry is concerned; we've
heard this all before, but what makes
this so great is that we've never heard
so much of it all in one place. Guitar
freaks will no doubt drool over the
first ever official recording ofEddie's
(in)famous guitar solo which incor-
porates Beethoven and DeBussy as
well as parts of the classic instrumen-
tal"Erupubn" from Van Halen's 1979
self-title- d debut "Eruption" is con-
sidered by music critics to be "60
seconds that changed rock forever."
Older brother Alex is in rare form
as one of rock's premiere drummers.
Dry and sober aftera long term battle
with alcoholism, the backbone ofVan
Halen really shines here, appearing to
be a true heirto the legend ofZep great
John Henry Bonham. With bis pow--, :,
erful double-bas- s and his strqng but-)-,
rhythmically intricate fills. Alex
proves that ifEddie is the heart ofVan
Haler then he is the souL
Nothing so far. A5iw
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There are a number of songs on
here that are strong. "316" into "You
Really Got MeCabo Wabo" as well
as the overplayed but blistering cover
of "Won't Get Fooled Again" are a
few of the cuts that rise above the
others. New versions of "Panama",
"Jump","Ain'tTaIkin' 'Bout Love,"
with Sammy Hagar singing, will be
interesting to those curious as to how
thenew Van "Hagar" stacks up against
the old Van Halen.
In 1 958, Jan Van Halen brought his
two sons, Edward and Alex, to Los
Angeles from their home of
Amsterdam, Holland.
After six years ofplaying clubs and
bars m LA., the band, now known as
Van Halen hit the big time, signing
with Warner Brothers, and releasing
their self-title- d debut album, which
forever change rock guitar.
Followmgsixincreasinglysuccess-fu- l
albums, the band truly hit the big jr
'time with the LP, 1984 . .
Infighting among the band's two
most recognizable figures. Van Halen
and Roth, caused hth to leave the
band in 1985. Sammy Hagar, a 37-ye-ar
old irxkjounieyrnan, joined the
band and they never lost a step. In
fact, the next three albums, 1985's
5150 and 198S"s0fS72,and 1991's
For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge
debuted at number one.
Ever sincethe band's iiKeptHav.. .
the Uve perfornuHroe Das' been jVanVi
Halen's bread and butter. Those who "
have never had the privilege oflisten-
ing to the band live can now do so. .
.in.f! Or Z !
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Wooster hopes to learn a
valuable lesson from 1992
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
Lastspring, the College ofWooster
baseball team suffered through an
uncharacteristically down season. The
1993 Fighting Scots hope to make
amends for last year's squad.
The Scots, a perennial power in
bcth the kx Coast Athletic Confer-
ence and the region, finished 1992
with a 24-17--1 overall record and a
12-7-
-1 conference tally, which was
good for a fourth place finish.
Head coach Tim Pettorini is hoping
that the lessons learned last year will
be valuable tools for the success of
the 1993 version of Fighting Scot
baseball.
Individually, senior third baseman
Erik Hagen will be counted upon to
lead the way for the Scots. Hagen hit
354 with four home runs and 3 1 runs
batted in last season. This output
propelled Hagen to first-tea- m NCAC
honors as well as second-tea- m all-regi- on
honors.
Joining Hagen is senior Mark
McKinney, who is considered one of
the NCAC's top catchers. McKinney
earned second-tea- m all conference
honors after hitting 298, belting four
homers, and driving in .23. runs last
season.
In arVKrirat to Hanm and Mcftrmev.
seniors John Ramsier and Man Yates
will be back for their final seasons.
Ramsier, the standout quarterback of
the Scot football learn, pitches for
Coach Pettorini's Scots. As a junior,
Ramsier posted a 5-- 3 record and 3.9 1
earned run average. Yates, an out-
fielder, is an outstanding defensive
player, who baaed 244 with 16 RBI
in 1992.
Supporting the team's four seniors
is a core of talented juniors. The
leader is all-confere- nce first baseman
Chris Cingolani, who led last year's
team in hitting (363), home runs (7),
and runs batted in (43).
Another key junior for the Scots is
center fielder John Tomlinson, who
was a second-tea- m all-NC- AC selec-
tion last season. Tomlinson hit 357 in
1992, good for the second-highe- st
batting average on the team.
In the middle infield, juniors Matt
Vincler and Jim Warga are expected
to start at shortstop and second base,
mm ciaix:
This week's question is:
BASEBALL
Erik Hagan
respectively. Last season, Vincler hit
289, while Warga baaed 268.
Several players are expected to vie
for the designated hitler slot on the
team. Among the candidates is
Peoonm's son Tim. "a soohornore,
who hit 269 last year with two hom-
ers and 16 RBL
The final outfield spot will be filled
by either junior Tun Foust or sopho-
more Man Palm. Foust hit .125 last
season, while Palm hit 3 1 1 .
Wooster's pitching staff is a poten-
tial concern to Pettorini. The Scots
lost two starters and a key reliever
from last year's team. Filling in the
gaps will be Ramsier as well as jun-
iors John Ram by, Barry Craddock,
and Brett Beech. In 1992,Ramby was
2-- 2 with a 6.97 earned run average.
Craddock was 1- -1 with a 2.18 ERA,
and Beech was 1- -1 with a 5.89 ERA.
Also, first-ye- ar Nick Donatelli is ex-
pected to play a significant role on the
pitching staff this season.
"We want to bounce back from the
disappointment of last season,"
Pettonni said. "We are strong and
experienced at just about every posi-
tion, so I would look for us to have
more success this year."
mE
the Voice, offer vou the reader, the
do L he the first to call the Vrjice office
Snorts Challenge Question. Ifno one
Which is the last team to go undefeated in Biz Ten conference play and
In what year did it occur?
Farh wmIt. the Snorts Editors of
wwrunitv to win All vou have to
of t7!Q8 uirh t rnrrw-- t amwer tn the
answers, please leave a message. Sophomore Mike Sanneh won the Feb. 19
Sports Challenge oy correctly loenaiymg Larry iance.
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Expectations run high after
All-America- ns Pitts,
Schubert lookfor
repeatperformance
GOLF
MARK HUGH
Staff Writer
It's spring and time for Coach Bob
Nye and the Wooster golf team to
break out their spikes and clubs and
hit the Links.
Golf at the College ofWooster has
always been strong, and last year's
fourth place finish at the NCAA Divi-
sion 111 Golf Championship was no
exception, butrepeating this taskcould
be difficult.
The team will attempt to live up to
its accomplishments even though two
of the team's top five players have
graduated.
Gone are team leaders Scott Miksch
and Dave Mottice. These two men
averaged 78.8 and 79.1 strokes per
round respectively.. Miksch was a
medalist at the Wooster Open, and
was named AH-Ameri- can honorable
mention.
Mottice, no slouch himself, tied
for medalist honors at the Indiana
University of Pennsylvania Invita-
tional, and was named first-tea- m All-Nor- th
Coast Athletic Conference af-
ter his fourth place finish at the NCAC
Tournament. These two players tal-
ents and leadership will be sorely
missed by Coach Nye, but there are
two talented seniors willing to give it
a try.
Randy Pitts and Darren Schubert,
both of whom earned All-Ameri- ca
honors lastseason, areback and ready
to to assume a leadership role on the
team.
Pitts averaged an impressive 79JS
strokes per round last year and came
on strong at the end of the year. He
earned second-tea- m All-NCA- C hon-
ors with his tie for eighth place finish,
and second team All-Ameri- ca honors
by finishing in a tie for 15th.
Schubert averaged 80 strokes per
round last year, but he also came on
strong at the end of the year and was
named All-Amer- ica honorable men-
tion for his effort.
Another member returning this
spring is sophomore Ken Gude, who
averaged 80.9 strokes per round. He
played akey role in theFighting Scots
late season heroics at the nationals,
firing an impressive 78 in the first
round.
Pitts, Schubert, and Gude will be
the foundation of this year's team, but
two other players must emerge in
order to solidify this team chances of
having another successful season.
The two logical choices would be
junior Don Miksch and sophomore
Bryan Dow. Miksch averaged 85J5,
and Dew averaged 89 last spring, but
finish
i;
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Junior Don Miksch is expected to add depth to the Scots' golf team.
Two of the top five players graduated (Scott Miksch and Dave Mottice)
following Wooster's fourth place finish at the 1992 Div. Ill Golf
Championships.
both must improve in order to help the
team back to nationals.
If Miksch and Dow struggle, junior
Steve Hardy and newcomers Gary
Nye - Coach Bob Nye's son - and J.C
Chandor will be given a chance to
prove themselves.
If the team plays up to its abilities
Coach Nye believes they will make it
back to the Division in Championship
and be one of the top ten teams in the
nation once again.
But, the trip back to nationals could
be rough if Puts, Schubert, and Gude
are not supported by the four and five
man on the team.
"We know going in that we will
start the season with three fine golf-
ers," said Nye.
"If we have quality support from
Don Miksch, Gary Nye or any other
member of the team, then we should
be very competitive. It should be an
iritaesting and challenging season, one
that could be a lot of fun and maybe
even have a few surprises," Nye com-
mented.
Any questions or doubts Nye has
-
"
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Randy Pitts
about his team will surely be an-
swered very shortly during the team's
Spring Trip , which takes the squad
south for two weeks.
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Clark: 'I think we have the strength
to make a run at the (NCAC) title?
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sprats Editor
Good things come to those who
wait.
That may well be the motto for the
1993 Fighting Scot men's lacrosse
team.
Having suffered through adisheart-
ening 7-- 8 overall mark in 1992, the
Scots return all but a handful of start-
ers for the 1993 campaign. This is a
cause of great anticipation for coach
Tun Clark.
"I'm not saying it's going to be
easy, but I think we have the strength
to make a run at the (NCAC) title,"
said Clark. "We have strong leader-
ship and a very experienced team
with 11 seniors.
Individually, senior attackman Tom
Bennett, who became the Scots' all-ti- me
leading goal scorer last yearwith
129,returns for his final year. Bennett
totaled 48 goals and 17 assists in
1992, and he was named first-tea-m
All-NC- AC and first-tea-m All-Midw- est.
Joining Bennett will be senior
attackman Dave Brewster who had
six goals and 26 assists last season.
Also, providing offensive punch for
the Scots will bejunior middie Marcus
Complete spring sports schedules can be
picked up at the ticket window of the PEC
or from the Sports Information Department
of News Services (located in Scovel).
ATTENTION: Seniors
IS
PROCESSION
Monday, March 22
4 p.m. at Kauke Arch
BE THERE!
1MEN'S LACROSSE
...
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Tom Bennett
Pillion, who added 14 goals and 10
assists in 1992. Another key middie is
senior Frank Knott who scored 13
goals and added three assists.
Several other members will be
counted upon for offensive support
These players include senior middie
Tate McCoy, who registered four
goals and four assists last spring, as
well as sophomores JeffBowling and
Scott Szweda.
On defense, the Scots will rely
heavily on the talents of senior Brian
Cook, who was named first-tea- m All-NCA- C
and second team All-Midw- est
following an outstanding junior sea-
son.
Senior defensive middie John
Marcinek returns as one of the finest
in the conference at his position. Last
season, Marcinek was named second-tea- m
All-NCACa-
nd second-tea- m All-Midw-est
for his defensive skills. He
is also considered Wooster's top face-o-f
man.
Also returning on defense for the
Scots are seniors Kevin Bamrick and
Jay Bowling as well as juniors Bob
Corna and Alex TurchL
Starting in goal for the Scots will be
senior Rob Vosburgh, who returns
after suffering a season-endin-g knee
injury in the sixth contest of the 1992
season.
Hoping to make contributions to
the team are first-yea- rs Jesse Fackert,
Adam Kelker, Jeff Shemo, Brian
Gorman, Tim Jamison, and Dave
Waldman.
Scots hope to shed frustrations of last
season's sixth-plac- e conference finish
Meese: 'Our depth
is better this year9
JENLAVRIS
Staff Writer
After winning only two of their 14
games in the 1992 season, the Fight-
ing Scot lacrosse team is hoping for
less ofa disappointment this spring.
Last year the Fighting Scots fin-
ished sixth in theNorth Coast Athletic
Conference with a 2-1-0 record. They
wrapped up their frustrating season
with a seven-gam-e winless streak.
Although last season was tough for
the young team, the Fighting Scots
are expected to have all starters but
two return for the spring season.
Wooster lost its second all-ti- me
leading scorer when Martha Lange
graduated last May. This leaves a big
position to fill, but three ofWooster's
top four scorers from last season are
back.
Meg Wood, a sophomore
midfielder, was the team's leading
scorer lastyear, with 43 goals and five
assists.
Also playing midfield. Tammy
Barnes was the team's third leading
scorer, with 22 goals, and six assists.
Both Wood and Barnes were named
to the All-NCA- C and All-Midw- est
teams.
Arxherkey playerto watch is Shan-
non Burke, a sciphornore. As a first-yea- r.
Burke had 18 goals and five
assists.
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Meg Wood
"Our depth is better this year, and
our numbers (of players) are greater.
That certainly helps," said head coach
Bren da Meese. "Ourbiggest task will
be to determine the attack, to see who
will help us with scoring...Our
midfield win be pretty solid this year.'
Defensively, the Fighting Scots
should be stronger this year, with the
return ofjunior Brynn Mifflin ingoal,
and sorjhomores Laura Slingluff and
Robyn Drothler on defense.
Mifflin, missed last season due to
-
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14 goals and 10 assists last year.
fJ03CC2
a knee injury. Slingluff, was one of
the top defensive players for the Scots.
Drothler, had never played lacrosse
before last season but quickly devel--
oped into an important defensive
player. : . '
'tXir defense is definitely more
experienced.Msays Meese,The speed
will be a little better."
Kris Morris, a senior midfielder,
should also be an important veteran
player for the Fighting Scots. Her
leadership and ability will be an im-
portant asset to the team:
Other returning players who are
expectingtoadd totne team'ssuccess
are juniors Delia Hoye, Andrea
Hubac and Eileen Potts.. Also, hop-
ing to contribute is sophomore Sybil
" '
- -Smith. -
Several first-yea- rs such as Erin Park,
Liz Conrad, and Heather Bond, are
: expected to contribute to the team
offensively. First-yea-rs Emily Brunk
and Susan Bunch should be expected
to make a strong impact on the defen-
sive end.
The Fighting Scott head to Florida
during spring break to begin their pre-- .
'
season with several scrimmages,
against Division III teams such as
Amherst, Wesleyan, Babson, and
Mount Holyoke.
Coach Meese says mat Florida will
probably be the first chance for the
Scots to play outside full-fiel- d.
The home opener against Denison,
whose team finished second in the
NCAC last season, is set for Match
27.
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Wooster puts its trust
Only three starters return from last
spring's second-plac- e NCACfinish
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
So far, 1993 has been a year during
which youth have been served. The
third youngest President in U.S his-
tory, BiH Clinton, was sworn in and
the youngest team in football, the
Dallas Cowboys, won the Super BowL
Itfollows that the youngest Wooster
men's tennis team m recent memory
should bring home an NCAC crown,
right? Maybe.
With no seniors and only three jun-
iors on the varsity squad, the Scots
will have a hard time repeating last
year's 19-- 7 overall record and a regu-
lar season conference crown.
As if losing three players to gradu-
ation, including two-tim- e NCAC
Player of the Year Anthony
Fernandez, were not bad enough, last
year's number two player Warren
Chanva-Koo- n is on a leave of ab-
sence.
This leaves Wooster without a
dominant number one player. And
with sophomore tri-capt-ain Peter
James out indefinitely with a back
injury, things are even more unsettled.
Holding down the top spot will be
junior tn --captain Jason Gindele.
Gindele is the most experienced of --
Wooster's players, having started in
each of the last two seasons. He
posted a 15-- 8 singles record and an
11-- 5 doubles mark at third doubles
last season. Gindole lends to be a
streaky player who is capable ofbeat-
ing any player in the conference on a
given day.
The key to my success will be my
ability to concentrate throughout the
entire season, to move up in the lineup
and maintain my focus throughout
the entire season said Gindcle.
At number two win be Johan
Nyblom, a one-ye-ar exchange stu-
dent frorn Sweden. NyWom was an
unexpected, but certainly welcome
addition to the Scots. His strong
return of -- serve and groundstrokes
make him a tough player to beat.
Playing number three win be junior
tri-capt-
ain James Weaver. Doubling
as a termis player during the football
off-seaso- n. Weaver possesses the
game to dominate at number three,
weaver went 7-- 7 at singles and 13-- 6
in doubles a year ago. A big serve and
his quickness around the court keeps
Weaver in every match he plays.
The number four spot wul be held
by first-ye- ar Ward Fisher. Like any
new player. Fisher is going to need to
gain on-the-co- urt experience. Avery
confident player, he should get better
as the season progresses.
The number five spot will be held
by sophomore David Hincfle. Hindle
is another "hot and cold" pfeyer who
has the potential to be a great player.
-- Personal problems have hindered
Hindk's progress this winter, but be
is ready for the season.
Closing out the singles lineup win
be another one-ye-ar transfer. Max
Van Min. Van Min, who is from Den-
mark, takes advantage of his 63"
frame by serving and volleying.
MEN'S TENNIS
Again, he win have to adjust to colle-
giate tennis in a hurry if Wooster is to
be competitive.
The top six singles players are an
very close in terms of skin level, so it
can be expected that the lineup may
be reversed during the season. It is
absolutely necessary that the bottom
of the lineup win if the Scots expect to
dispel the critics who predicted
Wooster would finish fifth in the con-
ference.
Inevitably, most contests come
down to doubles. This should be the
area of strength for the Scots. The
exact combinations and thetorder in
which they win play is not exactly
clear.
The original number one team was
to be Nyblom and James, but because
of James' injury. Weaver and Fisher
win play number one. Capable of
being dominant, this motley duo needs
to come together as a team in a hurry.
Second doubles wfll probably be fined
by Nyblom and Van Min. Having
both played on clay most of their
lives, they win have to get used to the
fast pace of the hard courts. Nybkxn's
.
return of serve and Van Min s strong
serve win be then keys to success.
Gindele and Hindle win team up at
thirddoubks. This pair has a chance
to win many matches this year, as
both possess an all-co-urt game that
should prove to be too strong for most
number three doubles opponents.
With the rash of injuries and ill-
nesses that has hit the team, the play-
ers who do not start will have to be
prepared. Waiting for their chances
to work the top six positions are sopho-mor- es
Mark Hoven, Fritz Schroeder,
and Mike O"Regan, who is currently
sidelined with a separated shoulder.
Hoven dropped a ccnsideraWeamount
of weight since last season and is
hieing the ban extremely welL
Schroeder has made great strides
since last year and is playing his best
tennis since he's been at Wooster.
O "Regan was starting to round into
form after spending the fan semester
abroad before he injured his shoulder,
his strength is his doubles play.
The Scots embark on a two-wee- k
spring trip matchin g them against such
powers as Emory Lmiversity ,Univer-
sity of Connecticut and Washington
& Lee.
"The spring trip win be a big test
We play so many good teams down
south, and ourperformance there win
set the tone for our conference
matches,' said Gindele.
We won't be as deep or as expe-
rienced as we have been in recent
years. We do however expect to be
competitive on the conference level
as always," said head coach Hayden
Schilling.
.
Gindele added ."We will surprise a
lot of teams. Some of the teams we
play won't expect us to be as competi-
tive as last year since we lost four of
the top five, but I think new additions
will do their part to pick up the slack."
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Southern
trip schedule
Mar. 6 at U.of the South
Mar. 8 at Emory Univ.
Mar 10 vs Carson Newman
Mar 13 vs Wesleyan Univ.
Mar 15 vs Univ of Conn.
Mar 16 vs. Goucher
Mar 17 vs. Wayne State
Mar 20 at Wash. & Lee
Richards returns to
lead Scots forward
CHRIS MACKY
Staff Writer
A healthy mix of talented veterans
aridpromismg newcomers could make
the College of Wooster's women's
tennis team a significant force in the
NCAC this season.
Wooster, which finished 12-1- 0 last
season and placed fifth at the confer-enc-e
tournament in 1992, winbe wkh-outi- ts
top two players, Helen Shepard
and Lynn McMaster, who graduated.
Soil, the Fighting Scots should be
stronger across the board, especially
at the top where Liz Richards, who
(lid not play as a junior because she
was studying overseas, returns for her
senior season.
Ridiards has been Wooster's Nal
player as a first-ye- ar and as a sopho-
more, and she is expected to return to
the top spot this spring. In her first
year, she compiled a 12-- 6 singles
record, and in her second year she was
15--6.
In addition to the return ofRichards,
two hiehlv reearded first-vea- rs will
battle for some of the top spots in the
lineup. Gina Castro isprojected as the
Fighting Scots No. 2 singles player.
while Andrea Reinhart win likely
move into the No. 3 spot.
Joining Richards. Castro, and
Reinhart win be three capable sopho-
mores, who cracked the starting lineup
as a first-yea- r. Leading the way are
Emily Ferine y and Jill Chokey.
Fcrtney was 6--4 at No. 3 singles and
14--8 overall last season, but she may
move to the No. 4 slot this spring.
Chokey was 14--7 at No. 5 singles, and
ABIGAIL'S
TEAROOM
Inivites students of COW to try
"ABIGAIL'S HOME COOKING"
Everything from sandwiches, soups, salads,
to full dinners, $3.95 and up.
We're located 12 block south of
the square in downtown Wooster.
Worth $1 .00 on any purchase. Only one may be used at a time.
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she win probably remain there this
year. Fbrtney and Chokey also com-
bined to post a 7-- 5 recomat No. 2
doubles in 1992. The other sopho-
more is Gabriele Wilson, who was 6--3
at fourth singles and 11-1- 0 overall.
She also was 7--5 at third doubles.
Providing depth and leadership win
be senior Allison McDoweU and jun-i- or
Laurie Jasperson. Also supplying
depth are newcomers Stephanie Dou-
glas, ajunior, and Done Buchanan, a
first-yea- r.
"We have a numberof very experi-
enced players on the team this year,"
said Wooster head coach Chris Hart,
who is in her seventh season. "Our
sophomores wul becounted on heavily
to be consistent again this spring, and
the return of Liz Richards is a huge
boost for the program.
"We will be tested very early dur-
ing our spring trip in Hilton bead
(S.C),"said Hart. We will face a lot
ofgood competition, and we hope this
prepares us for our conference
matches."
Ken yon and Denison win be the
teams to beat in 1993, but Hart hopes
that her team competes well against
the rest of the NCAC teams.
"Allegheny, Wittenberg, and Ohio
Wesleyan will be important tests for
us," said Hart "Our goal is to con-
tinue improving the quality of our
play throughout the season and to be
at our best when the North Coast
Athletic ConferericeTournamemrons
around."
mm146 S. MarketPhone 263-775- 5
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Respect and admiration for athletes lacking
On Tuesday evening, the
College of Wooster men's
basketball team faced off
against Denison Uni-
versity's men's team in the
Armington Field House on
the Wooster campus. The
game was a first round
North Coast Athletic Con-
ference Tournament
matchup.
The Scots have a long
tradition of basketball ex
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cellence. Thev have one of
the finest winning percentages in the
nation in the last four year period.
They have won over 75 percent of
their contests during that time. At the
time, the Scots had won 10 straight
contests and were certainly one of the
hottest teams in the United States in
Division HI. If the Scots are able to
win the NCAC Tournament, it is
highly likely that Wooster will again
participate in the NCAA Division III
Tournament to determine the finest
Division in team in America.
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Of the 466, perhaps 100
to ISO were students. Armington
Field House can seat as many as 3,400
persons, and 466 were in attendance.
In other words, Armington was filled
to approximately 14 percent capacity.
A total of 1,750 student attend the
College of Wooster, and 100 to 150
students were in attendance. Ap-
proximately 8 percent of the student
body came to cheer on their class-
mates and their schooL
Let's say for argument's sake that
their were 150 students in the stands
a
The
with
Built-i- n tideo support lets
add up to a 16"Apple' display .
uitb 256 colors, v
best investments
inside MoMata
runs over 4,000 Macintosh
which all work in tbe same,
consistent, intuitive way.
A screaming 25 MHz 68030
microprocessor helps tbe Macintosh
LC 111 computer run up to 50 faster
than its best-sellin- g predecessor.
internal disk drive comes in
sizes: 40MB. 80MB or 160MB.
can store lots ofpapers, .
letters, notes, ideas.
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computer, its low price tag looks even better: Irt the successor to Apple's Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing, as well
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Tip-o- ff for Tuesday's
contest was at 7:30. ? The
Scots came out for their pre-ga- me
warmups a little be-
fore seven, and they, went
back to their locker room at
about 7:20. Armington
Field House has capacity
seating of 3,400.: As the
.Scots came out for player
introduxkxis,466fans were
mattendancecheeringthem
onto their home court.
SPORTS
on Tuesday night If that is the case,
then 1,600 College of Wooster stu-
dents were not in attendance. Seems
simple,right? Wrong. Itis too simple
1 to end things there. I really want to
know why the 1,600 people did not
show up.
Why were those students not in
attendance. Maybe they don't par-
ticularly like basketball. Maybe they
had homework to do. I have no idea
why those people weren't there, and it
is foolish for me to be speculate.
I am using this approach to the
subject in an attempt to prove that
there is a serious lack of school spirit
at the College ofWooster. There is, in
my opinion, a lack of admiration and
appreciation for those at this institu-
tion who don the Black and Old Gold
and represent our college on their
respective playing surfaces.
Athletes atWooster donot have the
same incentive structure as do Divi-
sion I athletes. Wooster athletes are
given no scholarships for participat-
ing on their respective teams. Many
G
Solutions from your Applo Campus Rosollor:
lot of Macintosh for an affordable prico.
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" The new Apple Macintosh LC III.
Division I athletes are there to play
sports only, while Wooster students
are students first and athletes second.
When- - someone goes to watch the
men's basketball team, they are watch-
ing five players on the court who are
playing for the love of the game and
not for the scholarship money and the
lucrative NBA contract waiting in the
wings. '
These players deserve our respect
and our admiration. I am certainly not
calling for every student to attend
every sporting event ever held on
campus, butl was personallyashamed
to see 1 50 Wooster students cheering
on the basketball team on Tuesday.
That is a sad commentary on the
amount of school spirit existing on
this campus.
I agree with those who say that
students are here to learn. We pay
close to $20,000 to attend, and we
should spend our time any way we
wish. I agree with that to a certain
extent However, students here should
feel a certain connection with the col
Add up to seven external bard disk
drives, scanners or other devices through
tbe SCSIport.
A built-i- n SuperDrive' disk drive
readsfrom and writes to Macintosh-an- d
' MS-DO- S formatted disksr
.. .
4MB ofRAM is standard. ,
For complex graphics or engineering
programs, you can even expand .
. your LC up to 36MB.
i ....
See the new Macintosh LC III today bv visiting vour
txran cwwp
more speed, power and flexibility. Phis built-i- n networking, built-i- n file power more college students choose. The power to be
For further information contact Chris Hamilton
in Taylor HaU, Room 311, Ext. 2245
Pagel
atlierlege. When we leave after four years
(or five or more in some cases), we
should feel a sense of respect and
'
admiration for ouralmamater. Just as
this is true, we should feel that same
connection while still undergraduates
on campus.
. ;; .
People need to think less of them-
selves on campus sometimes.. The
sports teams oncampus need our stu-
dent support to succeed. The basket-
ball team would love to play their
games to a packed house every night
If that would help our team reach
farther and achieve more, then we as
students should try our hardest to ac-
commodate them. Just as cast mem-
bers in a play in Freedlander love to
perform toapacked room, so do sports
teams. As students we should have
more appreciation and respect for
those people who represent us against
other institutions of higher learning
on the playing field. This means that
we as students need to make more
appearances at sporting events and
show a little more respect
rrr flt-j:!- ? vniyi'f .piffpf-- l p'ffmyf
1 w
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Final
standings
NCAC men's
basketball
w L
1 Wittenberg 13 3
Allegheny 13 3
3 WOOSTER 12 4
4 Ohio Weslcyan 10 6
SKenyon 9 7
6Denison 6 10
CWRU 6 10
8Earlham 2 14
90berlin 1 15
NCAC women's
basketball
w L
1 Ohio Wesleyan 15 1
2 Wittenberg 14 2
'3 WOOSTER - v iO 6
4 Denison 9 7
CWRU 9 7
6 Allegheny 7 9
7 Earlham 6 10
8Kenyon 2 14
9 Oberlin 0 16
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Season ends in first
round of tournament
Scots Shocked by women's basketball
upstart Gators
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Spore Editor
The Fighting Scot women bas-
ketball team's season came k an
abrupt halt on Wednesday evening
when Allegheny eliminated Wooster
from the North Coast Athletic Con-
ference Tournament witha69-5- 0 win.
Last Saturday, Wooster defeated
Oberlin 74-5- 4 m its regular season
finale. Wooster finished the 1992-199-3
season with an overall mark of
13-1- 1 They also finished third in the
NCAC standings with a 10--6 confer-
ence mark.
Wooster found itself down two at
the half to the visiting Gators. In the
second half, the combination of poor
offensive execution and shaky de-fen- se
contributed to the 19-po- int blow-
out.
The Allegheny loss came as a true
shock to the Scots, who felt that they
would certainly advance to the semi-
final round of the NCAC Tourna-
ment. The tourney will be held today
and tomorrow at OhioWesleyan Uni-
versity.
Allegheny, the number six seed in
Berger, Cabot, and Crawl play
their last gamefor Hie Scots
Three Fighting Scots played the last game of their college careers on
Wednesday night. -- The tri-capta- ins of the women's team, wings Tammy
Berger and Lisa Cabot and post LaSonya CrawlIpbyedm their final Wooster
contest in the 69-5- 0 loss to Allegheny.
Tuesday, Feb, 23
WITTENBERG (tl)
7HO at WltUnbwrg
EARLHAM ff8)
OHIO WESLEYAN (14)
7:30 or Ohio WmsUyan
KENTON (5i
DENISON 6)
7i3 at Woattr
WOOSTER (3)
CWRU (7)
7HO at AllmghMny
ALLEGHENY f2)
the tournament, will play Wittenberg
in the Branch Rickey Arena in Dela-
ware today at 2: 15.
Wooster traveled to Oberlin on
Saturday to take on the lastplace and
winless Yeowomen. The Scots
jumped to a 47-1-7 halftime bulge.
Oberlin outscored Wooster by ten in
the second half (37-27- ), but the
Yeowomen could not make up the
difference from the Scots' first half
lead.
Individually for the Scots, first-ye- ar
Caiina Taylor was the only player to
score in double figures. Taylor scored
10 points. Playing well off the bench
for the Scots was sophornore Aimee
Petroshus. who added eight points
and pulled down seven rebounds.
First-ye- ar Julie Paolano added seven
points, and she dished out five assists.
SCOTNOTES: The Scots finished
third in the NCAC in team defense
(59.1 points allowed per game) and
second in defensive field goal per-
centage (36.3 percent) Senior
LaSonya Crawl finished second in
the conference in blocked shots (1.7
per game) and second in rebounds
(1 1-- 2 pee game) First-ye- ar Susan
Sipes finished fifth in the NCAC in
three-poi- nt field goal percentage.
Friday, Feb. 28
e:4SjO:00 at Chi W'tUyan
(high Md ploy at 9;0C)
6:489:00 at OhU Wnltyan
Piigh M4d play at 9:00J
,
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pholo by JOSH FAGANS
Senior LaSonya Crawl stru ggles for possession against Allegheny in
her final appearance as a Fighting Scot
Saturday, Feb. 27
7:00 at Ohio WsMlryan
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(Five more swimmers qualify for nationals
1 1 SWIMMING A DIVING I
,'KRISTEN WHTTAKER
?
.Staff Writer
I The College of Wooster saw two
? school records fall and five additional
people make a national qualifying
time standard at the NCAC Confer-
ence meet this past weekend.
The Scots learns swam well in the
three day event with the women tak-
ing fourth place behind conference
champions Kenyon, Denison, and Al-leghe- ny.
Kenyon's men took their fortieth
consecutive conference title while
Wooster's men took seventh, place
The women's meet was very excit-in-g
with Wooster challenging Allegh
eny for third place athroughout the
meet. Despite Calling to the Gators at
the very end of the three clays, Wooster
turned in some outstanding
Junior All-Americ- an Tammy
Behringer qualified for national B
cut time standards in two events, the
500 freestyle (5:13.57) and the 200
butterfly (2:12.63). Behringer set a
school record in the 500 and was
named AU-NCA- C in the 200 butter-
fly (fourth place) and the 100 butler-fl- y
(sixth place).
Another record breaking penor--
mance was turned in by first-ye- ar
Debbie King. She reset her own 200
individual medley school record
(2:11.57). King finished second in
both the 200 individual medley and
the 400 individual medley (4:40.77),
garnering All-NC-AC honors in both
events. King also took eighth place in
her 1650 freestyle with a 18:2333.
Perhaps the biggest surprise of the
meet was the performance of first-ye- ar
Peggy Teale who qualified for
nationals in the 100 backstroke. She
finished eighth in the event with a
IK) 1.45. She also took seventh in the
200 backstroke (2:16.05) ami twelveth
in the 50 freestyle (26.48).
First-ye- ar diver and national quali-
fier IJz Helstein also had a fantastic
meet. She won the one meter diving
with 372JJ3 and was second in the
three meter diving with 361.80.
Helstein earned All-CWerenecchon- -ors
with her performances and was
named the NCAC Female Diver of
the Year.
Two other Wooster women made a
national "B" cut standard during the
meet. The 200 medley relay equalled
! the cut exacdv to Qualify for the meet
I at Ernory this March. Teak, first-ye- ar
j Laura Hively, junior Katy SchnelL
and Behringer made up the foursome
posting a time of 1:52150.
Otheriiotableswiinswereturnedin
by junior Katy Schnell in the 100
, butterfly (seventh with a 1.-0-1 .08) and
' the200 backstroke in which sheearned
! All-NCA- C honors for her sixth place
jfinish (2:1730).
I Junior Heather Johnston took
twelfth place in the 200 breaststroke
(2:34.91) and ninth in the 100
breaststoke (1:10.47).
) Also scoring for the women were
'seniors Laura Ullmann and Kristen
i Whi taker, juniors Liz Bugbee, Sandy
dark, and Lynn Whipkey, and Iirst- -
Swimmers heroic outside of pool
Beckett: 'By the time thefire
department arrived, the barn was
completely engulfed inflames9
KRISTEN WHTTAKER
Staff Writer
After spending three days in intense competition,
the last thing anyone on the College of wooster
swim teams would have said they were going to
spend their night doing was racing anywhere. Some-tun- es
fate overcomes desire though, as it did the
Saturday night following the NCAC Conference
Championships.
The swimmers had spent three days in the pool
swimming as fast as they could. As they piled into
the vans to go home, they were thinking mainly
about sleep.
However, on the way home from the meet at
around midnight, on Route 83 near Lodi, the team
saw a bam on fire. The flames lit up the sky around
the bam so it was easy to see that no one knew about
the fire except them.
All four vans pulled to the side of the road and one
of the swimmers called 911 from a neighboring farm
bouse. Many of the other swimmers, including head
coach Keith Beckett ran to the barn and the houseto
which the barn belonged. The team awakened the
v.
.
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sleeping family and then proceeded to rescue three
adult dogs, eight newborn puppies, and dozens ok
chickens from a kennel and chicken coop next to the
flaming barn.
The puppies didn't even have their eyes open yet '
and they had to be herded on to one of the swim-
mers' parkas to get them out of danger.
Junior Dave Knox said. "I wasn't scared until I
saw apiece of flaming timber in the kennel where
we were trying to get the dogs out."
The swimmers also moved two cars away from
the bam, pushing the one that wouldn't start. Dur-
ing the ordeal, there was an explosion in the barn.
None of the swimmers was hurt, although several
were slightly singed by the heat
"When we came over the hill and saw the fire,"
said Beckett, we could see that it was a large barn
and that no one appeared to be awake at the house,
so we felt we had to stop.
"We woke up the family, whowere understandibly
panicked and helped them move the animals to
safety. By the time the fire department arrived, the
barn was completely engulphed in flames."
First-ye-ar J.C Chandor had passed by the same
way only a few minutes earlier with his parents. He
said, "We didn't see any signs offire. The bam must
have gone up in flames in a matter of minutes."
With the incredible reaction speed shown by the
swimmers, track coach Dennis Rice might be after
them to join the Scot's track team.
;'-- -
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First-ye- ar swimmer Suzanne Wbitaker finishes the 1,000 yard free-sty-le with one last stretch! Whitaker's
scoring performance helped the Fighting Scot women's swim team capture fourth place in-la- st weekend's
NCAC meet.
years HeatherGleason, Laura Hively,
and Suzanne Whitaker.
Although they didn tplace as high,
the men also had a national qualifier.
Senior All-Americ- an Tom
Hungerford took second place in the
1650 freestyle en route to his second
place, All-NC-AC and NCAA Divi-
sion in national "A" time standard
swim (16:09.22).
Also turning in an excellent perfor-
mance for the men was junior Chad
Coffman who placed eleventh in the
100 freestyle with a time of 49.1 1.
Other scorers for the men include
Coffman in the 200 freestyle, sopho-
more Paul Caviglia in both the 500
and 1650 freestyle, and first-yea- rs
Greg Bell (14th in the 100 butterfly),
J.C. Chandor ( 13th in the 100 breast-stroke- ),
and Rob Krohn (14th in the
200 breaststroke).
The Scots have a time trial meet this
weekend at Case Western Reserve for
those swimmers who are still trying to
qualify for nationals and those who
want to improve on their season best
performances.
NCAA Div. HI
Swimming & Diving
Championships are:
Women: March 10-1- 3
Men: March 17-2- 0
at Emory University,
Atlanta, GA
Moorefield
'ninning better
than ever before'
I ATHLETE OF THE WEEfTl
This winter theFighting Scots' track
team welcomed the addition ofjunior
Emily Moorefield, a transfer student
who arrived at Wooster this fall from
Muskingum College.
Ever since Moorefield hit the track
scene here at Wooster, she has run
undefeated in every event she has
entered. Most recently, her track
record includes winning the 800 and
the 1500 at an indoor meet.
.
Tmrurmirtg better than Ieverhave
before," comments Moorefield. But
she's quick to point out that she has
yet to run against the top guns in the
conference, including a tough dis-
tance crew from Allegheny.
Her running career began in sev-
ens grad but she started tasting real
success in high school. Originally
from Shreve, Ohio, Moorefield com-
peted for Tri-W- ay High School and
qualified for the state dumpionship
track meet for four years. Highlights
included winning the 800 her junior
year and capturing the school record
in the 800, 1600,and the one and two-mi-le
relays.
Success followed Moorefield
through tier two yean at Muskingum,
where she competed in the OArC.
a conference that's "easier than the
NCAC" according to her. As a first
vear. she won the 800 and hist last
year she ragredchamrjioninthe 1500.
uoacn Uenms Kice has turned at
getting Moorefield to nationals dur-
ing her college running career. On
this she comments, "It's probably
physically possible, but mentally, I
don't know how I would react"
In three weeks, Moorefield will be
put to test at the NCAC indoor track
conference at Ohio Wesleyan, where
she will run the 1500, 1000, and 800
a tough triple for any runner to
tackle.
I'll just run as Cast as I can," she
says.
Moorefield plans to run outdoor
track this spring, and will also be
eagerly swept tip by the Wooster
women 'scrosscountry team nextfalL
where she will undoubtedly shine
again. ,
Uptown
Downtown
Thrift
Boutique
250 West North St.
Wooster 262-973- 5
(AcroM front On Wooattr Food Co-o- p)
Specializing: in designer
labels ana jewelry:
- Forenza
- Banana Republic
-- GAP
-- J. Crew
- LX. Bean
with selections UNDER $10.00
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RESULTS
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Wooster90,Oberlin56
Wooster 79, Denison 68
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Wooster 74, Oberfin 54
Allegheny 69. Wooster 50
SWIMMING A DIVING
Men -- 7th place, NCAC
Women - 4th place, NCAC
QUOTE OF
THE WEEK
"Why don't you shutup, you
little smurfT
Seattle Supersonics guard Gary
Pay ton to Minnesota Timber-woh- es
coach Sidney Lowe.
"I would be my wife. Then I
could see what it was like to
live with me everyday."
PittsburghPiratescenlerfielder
Andy Van Slyke when asked who
he would want to befor a day.(Sport Magazine, March)
C Baseball Countdown
Opening Day - 38 days
March Madness Watch
First round -- 21 days J
Sports
The Fighting Scot men's basket-
ball team has won an astounding
eleven straight contests. On Satur-
day, Wooster (19-6- ) cruised past
Oberlin 90-5- 6, and on Tuesday, the
Scots eliminated Denison in the First
round of the North Coast Athletic
Conference Tournament.
Wooster will travel to Delaware,
the site of Ohio Wesleyan University,
on Friday lo parbcrpaie in a semi-fin- al
round matchup in the NCAC Tourna-
ment against Allegheny.
Sixth-yea- r head coach Steve
Moore's Scots hosted Obedin on Sat-
urday afternoon in the Armington
Field House in Woosters final regu-
lar season contest of the 1992-199- 3
season.
From the tip-o-ff to the final buzzer,
Wooster dominated the Yeomen in
every phase of the game. The Scots
led at the half by a 42-1-3 count A
suffocating Wooster defense held
Oberlin to an anemic 3 for 22 (13j6
percent) shooting from the field in the
first half.
At 10:34, Buchanan scored his
1,000th point of his Wooster career
on an 18-fo- ot jumper from the left
comer.
Wooster's defense let up consider-
ably in the second half, but the result
of the game had been decided early on
in this contest. Individually for the
Scots, sophomore forward Scott
Meech pumped in 25 points and pulled
down nine rebounds. Sophomore
center Doug Cline knocked down 22
points and grabbed 14 boards. Also in
double figures for the Scots were
sophomoreforwardJasonZergerwho
scored 14 and sophomore guard Craig
Bradley who added 1 1. Also, junior
point guard Mike Morgan played tre-
mendous defense, totaling four steals
for the Scots.
On Tuesday evening, Wooster
hosted Denison ina first-roun-d NCAC
Tournament matchup. The Scots, the
number three seed in the tournament
Buchanan
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
As is the case with all Wooster
sports teams , athletes are accorded
fouryears ofathletic eligibility. After
four years of hard work and dedica-
tion to their respective team(s), senior
athletes complete their athletic ca-
reers at Wooster and move on to the
proverbial "bigger and better things."
The coaching staff, their teammates,
and the student body are often sad-
dened to see the athletes go. This is
certainly the case with the departure
of Brian Buchanan.
"Buck", as he is referred to by his
teammates, is a three-ye- ar starter for
the Scots, who has preferred to main-
tain a low profile throughout his ca-
reer.
It is difficult however, to overlook
the contributions he has made to the
Wooster basketball program.
Head coach Steve Moore said,
"Brian has had an outstanding career
I
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Scots ride 11-ga- me win streak into semis
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Editor I MEN'S BASKETBALL i
drew the number six seed, the Big
Red of Denison. Prior to tip-of- f,
Wooster saluted the final appearance
of senior forward Brian Buchanan in
the Armington Field House.
The Scots took control of the game
early, jumping to a 10-poi- nt advan-
tage (21-1- 1) at the 11:37 mark of the
first half. Starting at 7:32, Wooster
went on 10--0 run over a three-minu- te
period. At 4:41, a Morgan three-point- er
made it 40-2-3. At the half the
Scots held a commanding 46-3-0 ad-
vantage over the Big Red. The Scots
utilized their outside shooting capa-
bilities during the first half. In all,
Wooster sank eight three pointers in
the first twenty minutes.
"Our shooting was the key. We
built our lead up with the three-poi- nt
shot. At one point, we made five
three-pointe- rs in a row. This also
opened up our inside game," com-
mented Moore.
The Big Red came out playing des-
peration basketball in the second half ,
knowing that their season could very
well be coming to a close. Denison
cut the Scot lead to nine (62-5- 3) at the
7:54 mark of the second half , but they
would get no closer. Denison's fate
was finally sealed as junior guard
Doug Meinen layed in a crisp pass
from Morgan and was fouled. The
resulting free throw by Meinen put
the Scots up by 16 (69-5- 3) at4: 13 and
drove the final nail into the Big Red's
coffin.
Wedidntdefend particularly well
Denison shot 61 percent from the
floor for the game. We had a good
offensive game, though," said Moore.
Tonight, the Scots will play Al-
legheny in the semi-fina- ls of the
NCAC Tournament at 6:45.
In their two meetings of the season,
the Scots defeated the Gators on both
occasions. On Jan. 13. the Scots
embarrassed Allegheny 80-5-8 in
Meadville, Pa. On Feb. 3. the Fight-
ing Scots again defeated the Gators.
looks to finish career on high note
''.
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Brian Buchanan
at Wooster. He has been a huge part
of our success. Our record during
Brian's four years speaks for itself."
During the past four years, the Scots
have compiled an outstanding 88-2- 2
Senior forward Brian Buchanan scores two of his 13 points in the
Scots' 79-6-8 win over Denison in the first round of the NCAC
tournament on Tuesday night
This time in Armington andby a score
of 78-6-9.
There is a lot of motivation for
them. It's been a while since they've
beaten us, and they know that They
are the co-champi- ons of the confer-
ence. They've had a great year, and
they are very fired up to play us," said
Moore.
The winner of the WoosterAllegh-en- y
game will meet the winner of the
WittenbergKenyon match-u- p tomor-
row night at 7:00.
SCOT NOTES: Wooster leads the
record,won two NorthCoast Athletic
Conference North Division Champi-
onships, two NCAC regular season
conference titles, and one conference
tournament title.
Buchanan has established himself
as one of the most outstanding defen-
sive players in Wooster basketball
history. Since hisfirst-year.Buchan- an
has been called upon to defend the
opposition's top gun, and he has re-
sponded admirably. In 1990 and this
season, Buchanan was a part of a
Wooster team which ranked number
one in the nation in team defense.
"Brian is a tremendous defensive
player and has been for the four years
he has been here,' stated Moore.
Offense is also something at which
Buchanan has proven he can exceL In
his senior year at Francis W. Parker
High School (EL), Buchanan finished
in the top five in scoring in Chicago.
At Wooster, Buchanan is the 15th
player in school history to reach the
1,000-poi- nt plateau in a career.
photo by JOSifFXCyKS
NCAC in four major categories: of-
fensive field goal percentage (50.6
rjercent),sooringmargin(14.4),team
defense (57.6 points per game al-
lowed), and rebound margin(10) Qirie,Budianan,andMeech
are 1-- 2-3 in the conference in field
goal percentage Bradley leads the
NCAC in three-poi- nt field goal per-
centage at 51.6 percent 2-6-2)
Meinen will not start tonight due to
his injured ankle, but he will see time
off the bench .Buchanan still leads
the team in scoring (15.7 ppg).
This season, despite missing two
games due tofojuries,Buchanan leads
the team in scoring (15.7 points per
game) and is tied for third in rebound-
ing (52 per game).
Indeed, the captain of the Scots has
capped a fabulous careerwith an out-
standing senior campaign, but
Buchanan will not be satisfied unless
Wooster defends its NCAC Tourna-
ment title and advances to the NCAA
Tournament for the third consecutive
year.
Regardless of the outcome of this
season, Buchanan has turned in four
outstanding seasons of basketball for
theCblkgeofWoosterFightingScots.
His contributions on the court should
and will be remembered for years to
come.
Moore concluded by saying,"Brian
is a very solid person. He exemplifies
our unselfish team attitude. He is a
fine leader, and he has gained the
respect and theadmiration ofhis
